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1 Introduction

A pandemic such as the COVID-19 crisis constitutes a large shock to global welfare, with adverse

impacts on societal health and economic wealth. What is the optimal policy response to such shocks

when social contact is central to both disease transmission and economic activity? Debate centers on

the question of how aggressively to restrict economic activity in order to slow the spread of a pandemic

and how quickly to lift these restrictions as it shows signs of subsiding, either naturally or in response

to a vaccination campaign.

There is substantial disagreement about the answer to this question and about the factors, both

in terms of the medical nature of the disease as well as the structure of the economy, that determine

this answer. In this paper, we argue that the source of this disagreement is the fact that the benefits

and costs of “lock-down” policies are large and very unequally distributed among different groups of the

population. The young and the old and workers in sectors differentially impacted by lockdowns have

vastly diverging preferences.

Standard epidemiological models describing the dynamic of a pandemic miss this disagreement

because they assume a representative agent model in which all households face the same trade-off

between restrictions on social interactions that slow disease transmission but also depress economic

activity. In reality, for a pandemic such as COVID-19, the benefits of slower viral transmission accrue

disproportionately to older households, which face a much higher risk of serious illness or death from

infection. In contrast, the costs of reduced economic activity are disproportionately borne by younger

households bearing the brunt of lower employment. For these younger households, the costs of mitigation

policies depend on their sector of work. Sensible lock-down policies designed to reduce viral spread focus

on reducing activity in sectors in which there is a social aspect to consumption and sectors that produce

goods or services perceived to be non-essential. We will call this part of the economy the “luxury sector”

henceforth. For example, during the COVID-19 pandemic, restaurants, bars and other establishments

in the broader hospitality sector were closed first. The fact that workers cannot easily reallocate across

sectors implies that lock-downs have very disparate impacts on young households specialized in different

sectors. Thus, different groups in the economy (old versus young, workers in different sectors, healthy

versus sick) likely have very different views about the optimal mitigation strategy.
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One way to try to build a coalition in favor of mitigation efforts is to use redistributive tax and transfer

policies to mitigate the increase in economic inequality that shutdowns entail. However, redistribution

is costly in practice. And the more costly it is, the larger and more unequal will be the economic costs

of mitigation measures. It is therefore important to study optimal lockdown and redistribution policies

jointly. This is what we set out to do in this paper.

To do so, we build a novel macro-epidemiological model of a health pandemic that incorporates the

interaction between macro-mitigation and micro-redistribution policies. We then apply the model to

study the optimal policy response to the COVID-19 crisis, both for the first phase of 2020, in which

no vaccine was on the horizon, and then for the second phase, starting in 2021, when a gradual roll

out of an effective vaccine took place. Our model has three key elements: (i) a household sector with

heterogeneous individuals, (ii) an epidemiological block where consumption, production, and purely

social interactions determine health transitions, and (iii) a government that can use distortionary taxes

and transfers to redistribute the economic burden of the pandemic across individuals.

We distinguish between three types of people: young workers in a basic sector, young workers in a

luxury sector, and old retired people. The output of workers in the two sectors is combined to produce a

single final consumption good. Workers are immobile across sectors. Consumption of basic sector output

does not contribute to virus transmission, and workers in this sector are not subject to shutdowns. In

contrast, the policy maker can choose to reduce employment and output in the social contact-intensive

luxury sector in order to reduce virus transmission during production and social consumption.

The epidemiological model builds on a standard Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered (SIR) diffusion

framework but permits a richer set of health states that are quantitatively important for our analysis.

We label our variant of the SIR model the SAFER model, reflecting the progression of individuals

through a sequence of possible health states. Individuals start out as susceptible, S (i.e., healthy, but

vulnerable to infection), and can then become infected but asymptomatic, A; infected with fever-like

symptoms, F ; infected and needing emergency hospital care, E ; recovered, R (healthy and immune);

or dead. The transition rates between these states vary with age: the old are much more likely to

experience adverse health outcomes conditional on becoming infected.

At the heart of the model is the two-way interaction between the distribution of health and economic

activity. We model virus transmission from co-workers in the workplace, from fellow consumers in the
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marketplace, from friends and family at home, and from the sick in hospitals. Because they do not work,

the old do not face direct exposure at work, but virus transmission in the workplace indirectly increases

infection rates in other settings. Our three infected subgroups spread the virus in very different ways:

the asymptomatic are unlikely to realize they are contagious and will continue to work and to consume;

those with a fever will stay at home and infect only family members, while those in hospital care may

pass the virus to health care workers.

The government maximizes a utilitarian social welfare function and has at its disposal two policy

levers. First, at each date it can choose what fraction of activity to shut down in the luxury sector,

which we call the “extent of mitigation”. Mitigation slows the spread of the virus by reducing the rate

at which susceptible workers and consumers become infected, but it also reduces to zero the market

income of mitigated workers. Second, the government chooses how much income to redistribute from

those working to those who are not, because they are old, because they are unwell, or because their

workplaces have been closed. Redistribution is desirable given a utilitarian social welfare function. But

transfers must be financed by taxes that distort the labor-leisure choice of workers. Redistribution

therefore imposes a deadweight loss on society, and perfect insurance between workers and non-workers

is suboptimal. More mitigation is associated with higher tax rates, lower aggregate production and

consumption, and more inequality across workers (which increases the more elastic is labor supply to

marginal tax rates). The distortions induced by redistribution in turn reduce the dynamic incentives of

the government for mitigation. In particular, we prove that the marginal welfare costs of mitigation are

larger when redistribution is costly than when the government has access to lump-sum taxes.

We use this model to characterize quantitatively the optimal path of mitigation, both for 2020 in

the absence of a vaccine and, separately, for 2021, as vaccinations that protect individuals both from

contracting and from spreading the disease are gradually administered. We first calibrate the model to

U.S. data and show that under the actual mitigation path the model captures the dynamics of COVID-

19 related deaths well. We then ask what level and time path of economic lockdowns a utilitarian

government would choose and how these contrast with the preferred policies of the three different

groups of the population. We highlight three key findings.

First, in the absence of a vaccine (and absent the expectation of one arriving in the near future)

utilitarian optimal policy locks down about 28 percent of the nonessential sector in early 2020, with a
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temporary relaxation during the summer months, when infections and deaths are low. This is a com-

promise between vastly different policy preferences of different groups. To start with, one would expect

disagreement between workers in the two different sectors, since only the luxury workers are subject to

lockdown risk. However, this disagreement can effectively be addressed through a redistributive tax-

transfer policy in which workers share the cost of lockdowns with the unemployed through higher taxes

and transfers. Disagreement across age groups is much harder to deal with, as the old receive most of

the health benefits of lockdowns and pay none of the costs in terms of higher taxes. As a result the old

prefer much longer and larger lockdowns than the young (72 percent versus 17 percent at the peak).

By the same token, there is much more at stake for the old than the young, in that the welfare gains

from switching from the benchmark mitigation path to the optimal one are about ten times larger for

the old than the young, while welfare differences across the two young groups are relatively minor.1

Second, the optimal mitigation path depends on the costs of redistribution through the tax system.

If lump-sum taxes and transfers are available and redistribution is costless, it is easier to shut down

the economy and compensate the losers. In contrast, if taxes distort economic activity, then weaker

shutdowns are optimal. The optimal path with costly redistribution responds less to the waves of

infections and deaths in 2020 and calls for less mitigation, especially in the peak of the second wave.

The broader policy implication is that the optimal mitigation policy in response to a pandemic is sensitive

to the details of the social insurance system and to the amount of fiscal space that a country enjoys.

Third, expectations about vaccine arrival and distribution are critical determinants of the optimal

profile for shutdown policies. If no vaccines are on the horizon (say in Spring 2020), then the government

cannot strongly affect the share of the population that will eventually fall ill. In such a scenario,

optimal lockdowns are relatively modest and geared mostly toward avoiding excess demand for emergency

hospital beds and associated excess mortality which we model explicitly. In contrast, with knowledge

that a vaccine is coming soon (the beginning of 2021), shutdowns can eliminate rather than merely delay

infections, and much harsher lockdowns are optimal. We show that a utilitarian government chooses

to lock down approximately 65 percent of the luxury sector in the second wave of January 2021, when

it knows effective vaccines will be distributed, whereas the lockdown would be 10 percentage points
1The young account for 85 percent of the population in both the model and the data. Thus, if policy is determined by

majority rule rather than by a utilitarian government, then one might expect shutdowns to reflect the preferences of the
young and to therefore be too modest relative to the utilitarian optimum.
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smaller in that wave if there were no vaccine on the horizon. As an increasing share of the population

subsequently obtains immunity via vaccination, the government re-opens the economy much more rapidly

than it would without a vaccine: by the end of March, the locked-down share of the luxury sector is

10 percent lower with a vaccine than without. The broader lesson we draw from this analysis is that

vaccines and lockdowns are policy complements rather than substitutes, at least in the short run, giving

support to the idea that one has to beat the virus first in order to subsequently fix the economy.

1.1 Related Literature

Our paper contributes to a rapidly expanding literature on the interaction between pandemics and

economic activity, with a focus on the current COVID-19 crisis. Important early references include

Atkeson (2020), Eichenbaum et al. (2020) and Argente et al. (2021).2

We wish to emphasize the following contributions of our paper relative to the literature. First, the

paper is one of the first COVID-19 studies to explicitly incorporate multiple age groups. We emphasize

not only the enormous age-related differences in the disease burden of COVID but also the stark policy

disagreements across these different groups. We share the focus on the age dimension of heterogeneity

with Acemoglu et al. (2021), Boppart et al. (2020) and Brotherhood et al. (2020).

A second distinctive feature of our framework is that the economic side of our model is modeled in an

explicit structural way. Each of the key household constituencies solves a maximization problem subject

to a budget constraint, and there is no fictitious representative household that pools the economic

costs of shutdowns. Therefore, the optimal policy cannot be reduced to a simple trade-off between lost

output versus lives saved: the distribution of consumption and hours worked, as well as the distribution of

mortality, are central policy considerations. We explore optimal policy from the perspective of a Ramsey

government that uses realistically blunt policy instruments to affect household behavior. In contrast,

most of the extant literature has focused on the dichotomous extremes of laissez-faire equilibrium or

socially optimal allocations. The economic model of Kaplan et al. (2020) features richer heterogeneity

than ours, but their paper does not study optimal lockdown policies or optimal redistribution.

A third novel feature of our model is that we characterize the optimal redistribution policy via taxes
2Other notable papers in the rapidly growing economics literature on COVID-19 include Fernandez-Villaverde and Jones

(2020), Greenstone and Nigam (2020), Krueger et al. (2020), Toxvaerd (2020), Farboodi et al. (2021), Guerrieri et al.
(2020), Bayer and Kuhn (2020), Berger et al. (2020), Chari et al. (2021), Hall et al. (2020) and Toda (2020).
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and transfers in a setting in which we can solve for equilibrium economic allocations in closed form,

as a function of the current health distribution and the extent of mitigation. We can also characterize

optimal taxes and transfers in closed form and show how they vary with the share of the population

that relies on government support. This closed-form model of optimal redistribution can be applied to

other contexts as well, and therefore might be of independent interest.

Finally, our paper is one of the few that explicitly model the interaction between the deployment

of vaccines and optimal mitigation (see also Gonzalez-Eiras and Niepelt, 2020, Bognanni et al., 2020,

Garriga et al., 2021). Gollier (2021) also explores the positive and normative effects of the extent and

timing of vaccine deployment in a model with multiple age groups. But he considers neither the policy

conflicts among age groups nor the jointly optimal redistribution and lockdown policies.

The paper unfolds as follows. In Section 2, we start by describing how we model the joint evolution

of the economy and the population. In Section 3, we then turn to describe how we model mitigation

and redistribution policies and how we go about solving for optimal policies. The calibration strategy

is described in Section 4. The findings are in Section 5, and Section 6 discusses optimal policy in the

presence of a vaccination campaign. Section 7 concludes.

2 The Model

We first describe the individual state space, spelling out the nature of heterogeneity by age and health

status. In Section 2.2, we describe the multi-sector production technology and explain how mitigation

shapes the pattern of production. Section 2.3 explains the details of our SAFER extension of the

standard SIR epidemiological model and the channels of disease transmission.

2.1 Household Heterogeneity

Time starts at t = 0 and evolves continuously. All economic variables, represented by Roman letters,

are understood to be functions of time, but we suppress that dependence whenever there is no scope

for confusion. Technology parameters are denoted with Greek letters. Generically, we use the letter x

to denote population measures, with superscripts specifying subsets of the population.

Agents can be young or old, denoted by y and o. We think of the young as below the age of 65 and

their measure is given by xy . For simplicity, and given the short time horizon of interest, we abstract
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from population growth and from aging and death unrelated to COVID-19 during the period of analysis.3

Within each age group, agents are differentiated by health status, i , which can take six different values:

susceptible s, asymptomatic a, miserable with a fever f , requiring emergency care e, recovered r , or

dead d . Individuals in the first group have no immunity and are susceptible to infection. The a, f , and

e groups all carry the virus – they are subsets of the infected I group in the standard SIR model – and

can pass it onto others. However, they differ in their symptoms. The asymptomatic have no symptoms

or only mild ones and thus unknowingly spread the virus. We model this state explicitly (in contrast

to the prototypical SIR model), because a significant percentage of individuals infected with COVID-19

experience no symptoms. Those with a fever are sufficiently sick to know they are likely contagious,

and they stay at home and avoid the workplace and market consumption. Those requiring emergency

care are hospitalized. The recovered are again healthy, no longer contagious, and immune from future

infection. A worst-case virus progression is from susceptible (s) to asymptomatic (a) to fever (f ) to

emergency care (e) to dead (d).4 However, recovery (r) is possible from any of the a, f and e states.

2.2 Economic Activity: Technology and Mitigation

Young agents in the model are further differentiated by the sector in which they can work. A mass xb

of the young work in a basic, essential b sector, while the rest of the young of mass x ` work in a luxury,

non-essential sector, denoted ` . Shutdowns only apply to the ` sector, and require some or all of the `

sector workers to stay at home in order to reduce virus transmission in the workplace and through luxury

consumption. We call such a policy a mitigation policy, and use mt to denote the fraction of luxury

workers who are instructed to not work at time t. We assume that workers cannot change sectors.

In terms of notation, superscripts denote the dimensions of household heterogeneity, age, sector, and

health status, in that order. For example, xybs is the measure of young individuals working in the basic

sector who are in the susceptible health state.

The production technology is linear in labor input in both sectors. Thus, output in the basic sector

is given by the measure xbw = xybs + xyba + xybr of young workers employed there, times the number of
3Thus, there are no individuals who enter the economy during the pandemic; for an analysis of the differential welfare

effects of aggregate shocks between newborn and older individuals, see Glover et al. (2020).
4Note that in the standard SEIR model, agents in the exposed state E have been subjected to the virus and may fall ill,

but until they enter the infected state I, they cannot pass the virus on. Our asymptomatic state is a hybrid of the E and
the I states in the SEIR model: asymptomatic agents have no symptoms (as in the SEIR E state) but can pass the virus
on (as in the SEIR I state). Berger et al. (2020) make a similar modeling choice.
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hours hb they work:

Y b =
[
xybs + xyba + xybr ] hb = xbw hb. (1)

Note that this specification assumes that asymptomatic individuals carrying the virus continue to work

while those with fever stay at home.5 In contrast to the basic sector, output in the luxury sector depends

on mitigation policy and is given by

Y ` (mt) = (1 −mt)
[
xy`s + xy`a + xy`r ] h` = (1 −mt)x `w h` . (2)

Let the basic good be the numeraire, and let p denote the price of the ` good. GDP is then given by

Y = Y b + pY ` . (3)

2.3 Health Transitions: The SAFER Model

We now describe the dynamics of individuals across health states. At date t = 0, the total mass of living

individuals is one, µy denotes the share that is young, and µb is the share of the young who work in the

basic sector. At each point in time, we denote populations by age and sector by xyb =
∑

i ∈{s,a,f ,e,r } xybi ,

xy` =
∑

i ∈{s,a,f ,e,r } xy` i , and xo =
∑

i ∈{s,a,f ,e,r } xoi . Thus, at t = 0, xyb = µyµb, xy` = µy (1 − µb), and

xo = (1 − µy ). At any point in time we will let x i = xybi + xy` i + xoi for i ∈ {s, a, f , e, r } denote the

total number of individuals in health state i . Finally, let x =
∑

i ∈{s,a,f ,e,r } x i = xyb + xy` + xo denote the

entire living population.

In our model, the crucial health transitions that can be affected by mitigation policies are from the

susceptible to the asymptomatic state. The number of such workers who catch the virus is their mass

(xybs for young basic sector workers, for example) times the number of virus-transmitting interactions

they have. We model four sources of possible virus contagion: people can catch the virus from colleagues

at work, from market consumption activities, from family or friends outside work, and from taking care

of the sick in hospitals, which we index w , c, h, and e, respectively. For a given type of individual, the

flow of new infections from each of these activities is the product of the number of contagious people

they can expect to meet, denoted by xj (mt) for j ∈ {w , c, h, e} , and the likelihood that such meetings
5One could instead imagine a policy of tracing contacts of infected people, which would allow the government to keep

some portion of asymptomatic workers at home.
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result in infection, which we label infection-generating rates βj (mt).

The numbers of contagious people in each activity are given by the following population measures

xw (mt) = xyba + (1 −mt)xy`a, (4)

xc = xa, (5)

xh = xa + x f , (6)

xe = x e , (7)

where these measures reflect the assumptions that symptomatic (s or e) individuals neither work nor

shop and that basic and luxury sector workers can meet in the workplace. Note that the number of

contagious workers depends on the mitigation choice mt .

In modeling the infection-generating rates, we recognize that different sectors of the economy are

heterogeneous with respect to the extent to which production and consumption generate risky social

interaction. For example, some types of work and market consumption can easily be done at home,

while for others, avoiding interaction is much harder. A sensible shutdown policy will first shutter those

sub-sectors of the luxury sector that generate the most interaction. Absent detailed micro data on

social interaction by sector, we model this in the following simple way.6 Assume workers are assigned

to a unit interval of sub-sectors i ∈ [0, 1] where sub-sectors are ranked from those generating the least

social interaction to those generating the most. Also assume the sub-sector-specific infection-generating

rates are β i
w = 2αw i and β i

c = 2αc i , where (αw ,αc ) are parameters governing the intensity by which

meetings generate infections. When the government asks a fraction mt of luxury workers to stay at

home, we assume it targets the sub-sectors generating the most interactions; that is, i ∈ [1 −mt , 1] . The

average infection-generating rates of the sub-sectors that remain are then αw (1 −mt) and αc (1 −mt),

respectively.7 By assumption, the government does not mitigate any workers in the basic sector, so

the average workplace infection-generating rate in that sector is αw . The economy-wide infection-

generating rate for work-related infections is the following employment-share-weighted average across
6See Xu et al. (2020) for more detailed evidence on infection patterns in the workplace.
7E [2αw i |i ≤ (1 −mt )] = 2αw

1−mt

∫ 1−mt
0

idi = 2αw
1−mt

(1−mt )2
2 = αw (1 −mt ).
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the two sectors:

βw (mt) =
xbw

xbw + (1 −mt)x `w
× αw +

(1 −mt)x `w

xbw + (1 −mt)x `w
× αw (1 −mt). (8)

The infection-generating rate for consumption, βc (mt), is similar, except that (i) only luxury con-

sumption is associated with infection risk, and (ii) we assume that the infection-generating rate is

proportional to the number of luxury sector workers working, which we think of as a proxy for the

number of stores that are open. Thus,

βc (mt) =
(1 −mt)x `w

(1 − µb)µy × αc (1 −mt), (9)

where the denominator is the pre-mitigation number of luxury workers. The key property of these

expressions is that as mitigation increases, the average social-interaction-generating rate falls. When all

workers are healthy and there is no mitigation, βw (0) = αw and βc (0) = αc .

Equations (10)-(12) below capture the flows of basic sector workers, luxury sector workers, and older

individuals out of the susceptible state and into the asymptomatic state:

¤xybs = − [βc (mt)xc + βhxh] xybs − βw (mt)xw (mt) xybs − βexe xybs , (10)

¤xy`s = − [βc (mt)xc + βhxh] xy`s − βw (mt)xw (mt) (1 −mt)xy`s , (11)

¤xos = − [βc (mt)xc + βhxh] xos . (12)

Consider the first outflow rate in equation (10). The flow of young basic sector workers getting infected

through consumption is the number of such workers who are susceptible, xybs , times the number of

contagious shoppers, xc , times the infection-generating rate, βc (mt). The flow of young basic sector

workers getting infected from co-workers is similarly constructed.

The rate at which young basic workers contract the virus at home, βhxh, depends on the number

of contagious workers in the household, xh, defined in equation (6). Note that both asymptomatic

and fever-suffering individuals are at home. We assume that caring for those requiring emergency care

is a task that falls entirely on basic workers. The risk of contracting the virus from this activity is

proportional to the number of hospitalized people, xe = x e , with infection-generating rate βe , which

reflects the strength of precautions taken in hospitals.
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Parallel to equation (10), equation (11) describes infections for the susceptible population working

in the luxury sector. For this group, the risks of infection from market consumption and at home are

identical to those for basic sector workers. However, individuals in this sector work reduced hours when

mt > 0 and thus have fewer work interactions in which they could get infected. Furthermore, luxury

sector workers do not take care of hospital patients, and thus the last term in equation (10) is absent

in equation (11). Equation (12) displays infections among the old who get infected only from market

consumption and from interactions at home.

The remainder of the epidemiological block simply describes the transition of individuals through the

health states (asymptomatic, fever-suffering, hospitalized, and recovered) once they have been infected.

These transitions are described in equations (34) to (45) in Appendix A, with parameters that are

allowed to vary by age. Transition into death occurs from the emergency care state at age-dependent

rates σyed + ϕ (x e) and σoed + ϕ (x e), where ϕ is the excess mortality rate when hospital capacity is

overused and is given by

ϕ (x e) = λo max{x e −Θ, 0}. (13)

In (13) the term in the max operator defines the extent of hospital overuse given capacity Θ, treated

as fixed in the time horizon under consideration. The parameter λo controls how much the death rate

of the hospitalized rises (and the recovery rate falls) once capacity is exceeded.

2.4 Lifetime Utility Function

Preferences are defined over consumption and hours worked and also incorporate utility from being alive

and being in a specific health state. Lifetime utility for the young is given by

E0

{∫ T y

0
e−ρt Sy

t
[
u(cy

t , hy
t ) + u + ûi

t
]

dt
}

, (14)

where ρ denotes the discount rate, T y is remaining life expectancy (absent premature death from

COVID), and Sy
t denotes the probability of surviving to date t. Flow utility at date t is the sum of a

term involving consumption and labor supply, u(cy
t , hy

t ), a flow utility from simply being alive, u, and a

flow value that varies with health state i , ûi
t . We assume that ûs

t = ûa
t = ûr

t = 0 and that ûe
t < ûf

t < 0.

Thus, having a fever is bad, and being treated in the hospital is worse. If an individual dies of COVID,

all utility terms are zero thereafter. Preferences for the old are similar, except that they do not work, so
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ho
t = 0. In addition, the old have a shorter normal residual life expectancy, T o, and face greater COVID

mortality risk, reflected in lower survival probabilities, So
t .

In equilibrium, expected utility of a young individual will depend on the sector in which she works,

for three reasons. First, sectors differ in the share of economic activity being shut down (and thus,

for the individual worker, in the probability of being able to work when healthy). Second, a worker’s

sector will affect her distribution of health outcomes. Third, the relative demand for basic goods versus

luxuries, and thus relative offered wages in the two sectors will vary owing to pandemic-induced fear of

infection, as we will shortly describe.

2.5 The Period Utility Function, Household Consumption and Labor Supply

Households value consumption and labor supply (if they work) according to the following Greenwood,

Hercowitz and Huffman style utility function:

u(c, h) = log
(
c − h1+ 1

χ

1 + 1
χ

)
,

where utility from household consumption c = cb +c` (1−ξc ) is a linear aggregate of consumption in the

two sectors, and ξc is a negative preference shock to the consumption of luxury goods. This preference

shock will be a function of the state of the pandemic in the full dynamic model, but for the exposition

and derivation of static social welfare, we can treat it as a parameter. It will capture the shift in demand

away from luxury goods, such as restaurant meals, as the pandemic unfolds.

Since one unit of labor produces one unit of output, and the basic good is the numeraire, the wage

of sector b workers is wb = 1. Similarly, one unit of time in the luxury sector produces output worth

p, and perfect competition in the labor market implies that the luxury wage is w ` = p. Recall that the

sector an individual can work in is part of her type and cannot be adjusted during the time horizon under

consideration. The government taxes labor income at a flat rate τ and provides everybody not working

with a transfer T , which is simply consumed. In any equilibrium in which both goods are produced and

consumed in positive amounts, the price of luxury goods must satisfy

p = 1 − ξc , (15)
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which is the only price at which households are indifferent between consuming both goods. Healthy,

non-mitigated households solve, for i ∈ {b, `} with wages wb = 1, w ` = 1−ξc , the maximization problem

max
c,h,cb ,c`

U i = log
(
c − h1+ 1

χ

1 + 1
χ

)
,

c = cb + c` (1 − ξc ),

cb + (1 − ξc )c` = (1 − τ)h w i ,

with solution

hi =
[
(1 − τ)w i ]χ , (16)

c i = (1 − τ)hiw i =
[
(1 − τ)w i ]1+χ , (17)

U i = − log (1 + χ) + (1 + χ) log(1 − τ) + (1 + χ) log(w i ). (18)

Period utility of b workers is unaffected by the preference shock ξc to the ` goods. Good ` consumption

is valued less when ξc goes up, but the price of ` goods also falls, and the two effects cancel out.

In contrast, ` workers also see their wage w ` = 1 − ξc fall, resulting in a utility loss for them. For

non-working households, the budget constraint and period utility are

cb + c` (1 − ξc ) = c = T , (19)

Un = log(c) = log (T ) . (20)

2.6 Aggregation and Market Clearing

The government raises taxes at rate τ, pays transfers T (in terms of the basic good), and purchases

goods of both sectors of the economy. The market clearing conditions are

Cb + Gb = xbw hb ≡ Y b,

C ` + G` = (1 −m)x `w h` ≡ Y ` .
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We assume that government purchases are a constant share g of output in both sectors: G i = gY i for

i ∈ {b, `}. Aggregating across all households and exploiting the market clearing conditions yields

Cb + Gb = Y b = xbw hb = xbw [1 − τ]χ ,

C ` + G` = Y ` = (1 −m)x `w h` = (1 −m)x `w [(1 − τ) (1 − ξc )]χ .

For future reference, we write the measures of working and nonworking households as

xw (m) = xbs + xba + xbr + (1 −m) (x `s + x `a + x `r ) = xbw + (1 −m)x `w ,

xn (m) = xo + xbf + xbe + x `f + x `e +m(x `s + x `a + x `r ).

x (m) = xw (m) + xn (m).

2.7 Discussion of Model Assumptions

Our economy has the feature that the economic side of the model is essentially static and thus analytically

tractable. As we will shortly see, this makes it possible to jointly characterize optimal mitigation and

redistribution policies. However, our simple model abstracts from several ingredients that may be

important for modelling the COVID-19 pandemic.

First, and perhaps most importantly, individuals in our model cannot take any choices that directly

reduce their infection risk.8 Farboodi et al. (2021) and Engle et al. (2021) are important examples of

models that endogenize behavioral responses to mitigate infection risk. We have considered one natural

extension of the model to introduce a behavioral margin by allowing individuals to choose to not work

–i.e., to volunteer to be mitigated– and to thereby eliminate the risk of infection in the workplace. In

this extension, workers who choose to not work receive transfers. We find that, given our utilitarian

optimal path for mitigation, neither basic nor luxury sector workers would ever choose not to work.9

The logic is simply that the private cost of being mitigated – in terms of lost current income – outweigh

the private gains, in terms of reduced infection risk and extended longevity. These gains are relatively
8Our calibration seeks to capture these choices in a simple reduced-form way by imposing a one-time discrete decline

in infection-generating rates when COVID first emerges, and a gradual increase in those rates in 2021 that we link to the
pace of vaccinations.

9The specific thought experiment is as follows. Given perfect foresight over the aggregate path of the pandemic,
we evaluate expected lifetime utility at the start of the pandemic for young individuals in our baseline economy and for
hypothetical young individuals who know they will not work for the duration of one future calendar month – for example,
December 2020.
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small since the young face relatively low mortality risk from COVID, and therefore are not willing to

sacrifice much consumption in order to reduce infection risk.10

Note that in this extended model, public and private mitigation are equally efficient, so there is

no motive for the planner to moderate government shutdowns in order to encourage more workers to

voluntarily stay at home.11 Thus, our utilitarian optimal mitigation path would be unchanged if people

could choose not to work.12

Two other model assumptions that are important for retaining tractability are that households in

the model cannot save, and that basic and luxury goods enter separably in preferences. See Kaplan

et al. (2020) and Guerrieri et al. (2020) for examples of papers that allow for savings and that introduce

richer sectoral variation and cross-sector spillovers.13

3 Fiscal Policy: Taxes and Transfers

In addition to financing public consumption parameterized by g , the government is responsible for two

choices: a path of mitigation (shutdowns) mt , and redistribution through proportional taxation on

workers at rate τ, which finances lump-sum transfers T to individuals who do not or cannot work.

These include those unemployed because of shutdowns, those with fever or who are hospitalized, and

those who have retired. We assume that when setting taxes and transfers, the government values all
10To understand this, consider the following calculation that gives a sense of willingness-to-pay. Through December 1

2021, the fraction of Americans below the age of 65 who experienced COVID-related deaths was 0.072 percent (the CDC
reports 195, 195 such deaths). Given our calibrated values for ρ, T y and ū we can ask how much consumption a young
individual would be willing to forgo, for one year, to completely eliminate the risk of dying from COVID. Given consumption
and hours equal to the per capita average values c̄ and h̄, the answer is the value for x that solves∫ 365

0
exp(−ρt) ©«log ©«(1 − x )c̄ − h̄1+

1
χ

1 + 1
χ

ª®¬ + ūª®¬ dt +
∫ T y

365
exp(−ρt) ©«log ©«c̄ − h̄1+

1
χ

1 + 1
χ

ª®¬ + ūª®¬ dt

= (1 − 0.01 ∗ 0.072)
∫ T y

0
exp(−ρt) ©«log ©«c̄ − h̄1+

1
χ

1 + 1
χ

ª®¬ + ūª®¬ dt

which is 10.6 percent of average annual consumption, or $4, 675. This number is small relative to the income loss from not
working, even when the utility benefit from the reduction in hours worked is taken into account.

11In our model the government uses distortionary taxes to fund transfers to all non-workers, irrespective of whether
transfer recipients have been told to not work by the government or have chosen to not work to reduce infection risk.

12One could imagine alternative models in which private mitigation is more efficient than public mitigation. For example,
suppose COVID mortality risk varies across workers, and that individual workers are better informed about their idiosyncratic
risk than the planner. In such an environment a better policy than mitigating workers at random might be better to let
individuals decide whether or not to work, while providing generous transfers to those who choose not to do so.

13Unemployment risk during the first phase of the Covid-19 economic crisis in the spring of 2020 was heavily concentrated
among young workers who tend to have little, if any, accumulated net worth, and thus we think that this assumption, while
stark, is warranted to retain analytical tractability and characterization of the optimal tax-transfer policy.
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individuals equally, implying equal Pareto weights in the social welfare function.14

Note that there are no dynamic consequences of the tax-transfer policies since this part of government

policy has no impact on health transitions. At each date t we can therefore solve a static optimal tax-

transfer policy problem that maximizes instantaneous social welfare given the current level of mitigation

mt = m and the current population health distribution. We denote this maximum by W ∗(m).

Government spending, taxes and transfers are restricted by the budget constraint

xn (m)T + gY b + pgY ` = τ
[
xbw wbhb + (1 −m)x `w w `h`

]
= τ

[
Y b + pY ` (m)

]
= τY (m, τ), (21)

and thus per capita transfers to non-working households are given by

T =
(τ − g)

[
Y b + pY ` (m)

]
xn (m) =

(τ − g)
xn (m) (1 − τ)

χY LS (m), (22)

where Y LS (m) defines what aggregate output would be if taxes were lump-sum (i.e., with τ = 0):

Y LS (m) = xbw + (1 −m)x `w (1 − ξc )1+χ . (23)

Notice that the elasticity of tax revenues τY (m, τ) with respect to the tax rate τ, given optimal labor

supply of households, is given by

ετ ≡
∂τY (m, τ)
∂ ln τ = 1 − χτ

1 − τ , (24)

and thus the marginal excess burden of taxes, which measures the resources lost through behavioral

responses per dollar of revenue raised, is given by MEB (τ) = 1
ετ
− 1 = χτ

1−τ−χτ . The marginal excess

burden of taxation is strictly increasing both in the level of the tax rate τ as well as in the size of

the labor supply distortion parameterized by χ . We will soon prove that increasing mitigation implies

higher optimal tax rates to finance transfers to a larger pool of non-workers. Thus increasing mitigation

increases the excess burden of taxation, the more so the more elastic is labor supply.15

14That the labor income of all workers is taxed at a constant and identical rate (rather than a potentially sector-specific
and general progressive schedule) is an exogenous restriction of the policy space. In contrast, given the utilitarian social
welfare function and a period utility function that is separable in consumption and health (including the value of being
alive) it is in fact optimal to equalize transfers T across all nonworking individuals.

15In our calibration, χ = 1 and pre-COVID τ∗ = 0.303, implying a marginal excess burden of 0.77 . As τ∗ rises to 0.36
when shutdowns begin, this burden rises to 1.29.
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3.1 The Static Optimal Policy Problem

For a given current level of mitigation mt = m, and taking as given the population measures, the

objective of the utilitarian government is to maximize, by choice of the tax rate τ and the implied

transfer T , average static utility W (τ, m) from the corresponding consumption-labor allocation:

W (τ, m) = xbw Ub (τ) + (1 −m)x `w (m)U` (τ) + xn (m)Un (m, τ) = Γ(τ, m) +Ψ(m), (25)

where

Γ(τ, m) = (xw (m) + χxn (m)) log(1 − τ) + xn (m) log(τ − g), (26)

Ψ(m) = xw (m) log
(

1

1 + χ

)
+ (1 −m)x `w (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc ) + xn (m) log

[
Y LS (m)
xn (m)

]
. (27)

Note that Ψ(m) is a function solely of m and thus irrelevant for maximization with respect to τ. The

optimal proportional tax rate can be found by setting the first order condition with respect to Γ(τ, m)

to zero, which yields the following proposition, proved in Appendix B.1.

Proposition 1 For given m, the optimal redistribution policy is given by

τ∗(m) = (1 − g) µ
n (m)
1 + χ + g , (28)

T ∗(m) =

(
1 − g
1 + χ

)1+χ
[χ + µw (m)]χ Y LS (m)

x , (29)

where µn (m) = xn (m)/x is the share of the population that is not working and µw (m) = xw (m)/x is the
share of the population that is working. The optimal tax rate is strictly increasing in mitigation m and
the optimal per capita transfer is strictly decreasing in m. The more elastic is labor supply (the larger is
χ), the smaller are (τ∗, T ∗). The optimal tax rate is strictly increasing in the government expenditure
share g , and the optimal transfer is strictly decreasing in g .

The key takeaway from this proposition is that more mitigation means higher optimal tax rates. These

higher tax rates translate into larger distortions, which, as we show next, amplify the negative effect

of mitigation m on static welfare. This additional cost of mitigation would be absent in a hypothetical

alternative economy in which resources could be redistributed to non-working households in a non-

distortionary fashion. Define static social welfare given the optimal tax rate as W ∗(m) = W (τ∗, m).
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3.2 Evaluating Static Social Welfare

We now show that average static utility from consumption net of the disutility from labor is decreasing

in mitigation m, Substituting the expressions for τ∗ and T ∗ in Proposition 1 into the period utilities

(equations 18 and 20), one can show that static utility of all three groups depends on mitigation only

through the share of the working population, µw (m):

Un [µw (m)] = (1 + χ) log
(
1 − g
1 + χ

)
+ χ log (χ + µw (m)) + log

[
(1 − ξc )1+χ

(
xbw

x

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

)]
Ub [µw (m)] = (1 + χ) log

(
1 − g
1 + χ

)
+ (1 + χ) log (χ + µw (m)) − log (1 + χ)

U` [µw (m)] = Ub (µw (m)) + (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc ). (30)

For those working, more mitigation—and thus a lower share of workers µw (m)—is costly because it

means a higher optimal tax rate, while for non-workers, it is costly because it means lower per capita

transfers. Note, however, that mitigation also changes the shares of these groups, by reducing the mass

of ` workers and increasing the mass of non-workers. The following assumption guarantees that being

mitigated is itself welfare-reducing, and thus serves as a sufficient condition to establish that aggregate

static social welfare defined in equation (25) is strictly decreasing in mitigation.

Assumption 1 The preference shock ξc satisfies

ξc < ξc = 1 −
[
χ (1 − µw (m = 0))
(1 + χ)µbw + 1

] −1
1+χ
∈ (0, 1). (31)

The preference shock ξc cannot be too large, because a larger shock would depress luxury sector

prices and wages so much that `-workers would prefer to be mitigated rather than work.16

Proposition 2 For a given health distribution x, define static social welfare in economies with optimally
chosen distortionary taxes and lump-sum taxes as W ∗(m) and W LS (m), respectively. Then

1. W ∗(m) and W LS (m) can be decomposed as

W ∗(m) = xW̃ ∗(µw (m)),

W LS (m) = xW̃ LS (µw (m)),
16Establishing that U` (µw (m)) > Un (µw (m)) for m = 0 ensures that the inequality is satisfied for all m ∈ [0, 1].
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where per capita welfare W̃ depends on mitigation only through the share of workers µw (m).

2. Let Assumption 1 be satisfied. Per capita welfare W̃ ∗(µw (m)) and W̃ LS (µw (m)) is strictly in-
creasing in µw (m) and thus strictly decreasing in mitigation m. Furthermore

∂W̃ ∗(µw (m))
∂µw (m) >

∂W̃ LS (µw (m))
∂µw (m) > 0.

This result states that static welfare is more sensitive to the share of workers and thus to mitigation

m when taxes are distortionary relative to when taxes are lump-sum. Thus, the economic costs of

mitigation are larger in the distortionary tax economy. With this characterization of static social welfare

in hand, we now formulate the dynamic problem of the government.

3.3 Optimal Policy

The dynamic problem of the government is to choose an optimal path of mitigation m(t) and associated

health distribution xt to maximize

max
mt ,xt

∫ T

0
e−ρt

W ∗(xt, mt) + xu +
∑

j ∈{yb,y` ,o },i ∈{s,a,f ,e,r }
x ji ûi

 dt

+e−ρT

ρ

(
1 − e−ρ (T y−T )

) (
xyb

T

(
Ub

(
µw

T
(0)

)
+ u

)
+ xy`

T

(
U` (µw

T
(0)) + u

))
(32)

+e−ρT

ρ

(
1 − e−ρ (T o−T )

)
xo

T

(
Un

(
µw

T
(0)

)
+ u

)
, (33)

where the share of the population working at the end of the COVID-19 planning horizon T , given

mT = 0, is µw
T
(0) = xy

T
/xT . The maximization is subject to the laws of motion of the health population

distribution xt. The objective of the government has two components: welfare before time T (first line)

and continuation welfare after T (second and third lines). The latter consists of the population-share-

weighted residual lifetime utilities of the three groups, where after time T there are no further utility-

diminishing health state shocks. The first component reflects static social welfare from consumption-

labor allocations W ∗(xt, mt) (where we now make explicit the dependence on the health distribution

xt), direct utility u from being alive for the entire living population, and the negative utility impacts ûi

from being sick with COVID-19.

The optimal policy path is the solution to this optimal control problem. Its key trade-off is that a
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marginal increase in mitigation m entails static economic costs of ∂W ∗ (x,m)
∂mt

, characterized in Proposition

2, stemming from an increase in the tax rate and declines in output, consumption and per-capita

transfers. The dynamic benefit is a more favorable change in the population health distribution: an

increase in m reduces the outflow of individuals from the susceptible to the asymptomatic state.

4 Calibration

4.1 Time-Invariant Parameters

We set the population share of the young, µy , to 85 percent, which is the current fraction of the US

population below the age of 65.

Preferences The pure time discount rate is assumed to be 3 percent on an annual level. We

set the Frisch labor supply elasticity χ to one.

We set the value of a statistical life year (VSLY) to 6.25 times yearly per capita consumption in

2019, which implies a VSLY of $276, 700.17 This is very similar to the value used by Hall et al. (2020).

The average age of Americans is 37.9, and at that age, remaining life expectancy is 42.6 years.18 If we

discount at 3 percent, a flow payment of $276, 700 for 42.6 years is equivalent to a one-time payment

of $6.65 million (the value of a statistical life).

To translate this VSLY into a value for ū we conduct the following standard thought experiment.

Suppose there is some policy intervention which (across a large population) saves one year of life for a

“representative” individual with average consumption c and working average hours h̄. Households will

be indifferent about this intervention when the value of the extra year of life is equal to the value of a

statistical life year, i.e., when

log
(
c − h̄1+ 1

χ

1 + 1
χ

)
+ ū︸                   ︷︷                   ︸

utility value of a year of life

=
1

c − h̄1+ 1χ

1+ 1
χ︸    ︷︷    ︸

marginal utility

× 6.25c̄︸︷︷︸
VSLY

,

where the VSLY is multiplied by the marginal utility of consumption to convert the VSLY into utility

units. The implied value for ū is 11.61.19

17Per capita consumption in 2019 was $44, 272 : see https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/A794RC0A052NBEA.
18We take life expectancy values from Table A of Arias and Xu (2020).
19Note that many calculations for the value of a statistical life abstract from labor supply.
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For the disutility of fever, we define ûf = −0.3 (ln(c) + u) , following Hong et al. (2018). We set

ûe = − (ln(c) + u) , so that the flow value of being in hospital given consumption c̄ is equal to the flow

value of being dead (zero). We think of typical young and old individuals as being 32.5 and 72.5 years

old, with corresponding expected residual life expectancy of T y = 47.8 and T o = 14.0 years. These

values imply remaining values of life at the start of the pandemic of (1 − e−ρT y )/ρ = 25.4 times u and

(1 − e−ρT y )/ρ = 11.4 times u, respectively. Thus, for a utilitarian government, each COVID death of a

young individual in the model will be roughly twice as costly as a death of an old individual.

Sectors In our model the differences between the basic and luxury sectors of the economy are

that (1) only luxury consumption is a source of COVID infection, (2) shutdowns are assumed to be

concentrated in the luxury sector, and (3) the demand for luxury consumption is inversely related to

infection risk. To calibrate the relative employment and output shares of the two sectors, we partition

the components of consumer expenditure in the CPI into those that have a social aspect of consumption

and those that do not.20 This partition implies that pre-COVID, the basic sector accounts for µb = 55

percent of the economy.

We set government’s share of output (symmetric across sectors) to g = 0.247, which corresponds

to government outlays as a share of GDP in 2019. We exclude Social Security and Medicare from this

measure of spending, since we think of those as part of model transfers.21

Given g = 0.247 and χ = 1.0, the optimal pre-COVID tax rate given by equation 28 is τ∗ = 0.303,

implying an output level of Y = h̄ = µy (1− τ∗) = 0.592, and consumption levels for workers and for the

old of cy = (1 − τ∗)2 = 0.485 and co = T ∗ = 0.223.

Preference shifters We think of the preference shifter attached to luxury consumption, ξc , as

depressing luxury demand when infection risk is high. Our interpretation is that this form of consumption

is less enjoyable when you worry about potentially getting sick.22 We assume the following functional

form:

ξc,t = 1 − exp(ηx e
t ),

20We categorize food away from home, transportation services, apparel, new vehicles, and gasoline as luxuries, and the
remaining categories as basic goods. We treat medical care as part of the basic sector, even though it involves social
contact, because shutdowns have largely exempted healthcare.

21Total spending in 2019 was $7,094bn, of which Social Security spending and Medicare spending were $1,031bn and
$786bn respectively (NIPA Tables 3.1 and 3.12).

22Note that this is an internal psychic cost. Individual consumption choices do not affect infection risk.
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where x e
t is the number of the hospitalized, an imperfect but easily observable proxy for infection risk.

In the model equilibrium, pt is exactly equal to 1 − ξc,t . Thus, we estimate the parameter η by

estimating the following regression:

log pt = ηx e
t + εt ,

where the empirical counterpart for pt is the expenditure-share weighted average monthly consumer

price index for luxuries relative to basic goods, and x e
t is hospitalizations as a share of population. The

resulting estimate for η is −156.5 with a Newey-West standard error of 49.3.23

Disease Progression There are twelve σ parameters to calibrate, describing transition rates for

disease progression, with six for each age. These define the probability of moving to the next worse

health status and the probability of recovery at the three infectious stages: asymptomatic, feverish, and

hospitalized. Our calibration will impose that the old are more likely to require hospital care conditional

on developing fever, and more likely to die conditional on being hospitalized.

Putting aside these differences by age for a moment, we identify the six values for σ from the

following six target moments: the average length of time individuals spend in the asymptomatic, fever,

and emergency-care states, and the relative chance of recovery (relative to disease progression) in each

of the three states. We set the duration of the asymptomatic phase to 5.1 days and assume this is

common across age groups.24 We assume a common-across-age-groups average duration of the fever

state of 7 days. Following current CDC estimates, we allow the average duration of the hospitalized

state to vary by age, with average duration of 6.2 days for the young and 8.1 days for the old.25

The exit rate from the asymptomatic state to recovery defines the number of asymptomatic cases

of COVID-19. This parameter is important because if a large share of infected individuals never develop

symptoms, the overall infection-fatality rate for the virus will be low. Following Buitrago-Garcia et al.

(2020) we assume that 31 percent of those infected recover without ever developing symptoms.26 This

implies that roughly half of those actively infected at a point in time will be symptomatic.
23Figure 12 in Appendix D shows the correlation between hospitalizations and the relative price of luxury goods in 2020.
24Note that 5.1 days is strictly an estimate of the incubation period for COVID (Lauer et al., 2020), and for the first few

days of the incubation period, people who have been exposed are likely not contagious. Our model does not differentiate
between an “exposed but not contagious” phase and a “pre-symptomatic but contagious” phase. Still, the baseline (CDC,
2020, Table 1) estimate is that 50 percent of COVID transmission occurs before symptom onset.

25See Table 2 of CDC (2020).
26The CDC (2020, Table 1) estimates that 40 percent of infections are asymptomatic, but that asymptomatic individuals

are only 75 percent as infectious as symptomatic individuals.
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We set age-specific death probabilities, conditional on being infected, to target (i) an overall

(population-weighted) infection fatality ratio (IFR) of 1.0 percent as of March 21, 2020, and (ii) an IFR

for the old that is 40 times that for the young. With regard to the first target, a 1.0 percent IFR is

consistent with existing estimates. For example, Brazeau et al. (2020) estimate an overall IFR of 1.15

percent for high income countries. In addition, we will verify that this IFR delivers reasonable model

predictions for cumulative infections through 2020 (conditional on matching cumulative deaths). The

age differential in the IFR reflects several pieces of evidence. First, on a per capita basis COVID has

killed 21 times more people over age 65 relative to people below that age. Second, even that differential

understates the true impact of age on COVID lethality, since seroprevalence studies indicate that those

over 65 have been infected at only around half the rate of younger individuals (see, for example, (Bajema

et al., 2021)), something that will also be a feature of our model. A factor of 40 differential is broadly

consistent with the international evidence presented in O’Driscoll et al. (2021). We will also show that

in the context of our model, it delivers a realistic share of deaths accruing to the old versus the young.

Thus, we target an IFR for the young of 0.01/(0.85 + 0.15 ∗ 40) = 0.146 percent and an IFR for the old

of 40 ∗ 0.146 = 5.84 percent.

Within our model the overall age-specific IFR is the product of the probability of becoming symp-

tomatic, 0.69, times the age-specific probability that fever becomes sufficiently severe to require hos-

pitalization, times the age-specific probability of death conditional on hospitalization. Of these latter

two probabilities, the probabilities of death conditional on COVID hospitalization are the best measured.

The CDC (CDC, 2020, Table 2) reports a death probability of 6.2 percent for younger hospitalized

individuals and of 26.6 percent for those over 65.27 Given these deaths rates and our IFR targets, the

implied age-specific probabilities of being hospitalized are 3.41 percent for the young and 31.8 percent

for the old.

Sources of Infection Given the σ parameters, the parameters αw , αc , βh, and βe determine

the rate at which contagion grows over time. We set βe , the hospital infection-generating rate, so that

this channel accounts for 5 percent of cumulative COVID-19 infections though April 12. This implies

βe = 0.80.28 The values of αw , αc , and βh determine the overall basic reproduction number R0 for
27The CDC reports death rates of 2.4 percent and 10.0 percent for the 18 − 49 and 50 − 64 age groups. Our 6.2

percent rate is a simple average, which is consistent with the relative shares of those groups hospitalized. See Covid-Net
at https://gis.cdc.gov/grasp/covidnet/COVID19_5.html.

285% is an estimate by Sepkowitz (2020) of the share of infections accruing to health-care workers who acquired the
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COVID-19 and the share of disease transmission that occurs at work, via market consumption, and in

non-market settings.

Mossong et al. (2008) find that 35% of potentially infectious inter-person contact happens in work-

places and schools, 19% occurs in travel and leisure activities, and the remainder takes place at home

and in other settings.29 These shares should be interpreted as reflecting behavior in a normal period

of time, rather than in the midst of a pandemic. We associate workplace and school transmission

with transmission at work, travel and leisure with consumption-related transmission, and the residual

categories with transmission at home. These targets are used to pin down choices for αw and αc , both

relative to βh. Note that this evidence does not pin down the levels of αw , αc , and βh, or equivalently

the level of R0. We set the level for these infection-generating-rate parameters to deliver an initial R0 of

2.5, which was the CDC’s best estimate for COVID-19 at the time of writing (CDC, 2020, Table 1).30

Hospital Capacity Tsai et al. (2020) estimate that 58,000 ICU beds are potentially available

nationwide to treat COVID-19 patients. However, only 21.5% of COVID-19 hospital admissions require

intensive care, suggesting that total hospital capacity is around 58,000/0.215=270,000. Tsai et al.

(2020) emphasize that this capacity is very unevenly allocated geographically, and in addition, there is

significant geographic variation in virus spread. Thus, capacity constraints are likely to bind in more and

more locations as the virus spreads. We therefore set Θ = 100, 000, so that hospital mortality starts to

rise when 0.03 percent of the population is hospitalized. We set the parameter λo so that the average

mortality rate in emergency care when hospitalizations reach 200,000 is 25 percent above its value when

capacity is not exceeded.31

4.2 Time Varying Parameters

Baseline Mitigation Our baseline path for mitigation, designed to approximate historical US

policy, assumes no mitigation (mt = 0) until March 20, with shutdowns starting on March 21. California

announced the closure of non-essential businesses on March 19, and New York and Illinois did so on

infection after occupational exposure. As of March 24th 2020, 14% of Spain’s confirmed cases were health care workers
(New York Times, 2020).

29Xu et al. (2020) discuss in detail heterogeneity in contact rates across different types of business (closed office, open
office, manufacturing and retail) and a range of interventions that can reduce those rates.

30See the Appendix for more details.
31Much of the early concern about exceeding capacity focused on a potential shortage of ventilators. However, recent

evidence from New York City indicates that 80% of ventilated COVID-19 patients die, suggesting a limited maximum
potential excess mortality rate associated with this particular channel.
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Table 1: Epidemiological Parameter Values

Behavior-Contagion

αw infection at work 35% of infections 0.25
αc infection through consumption 19% of infections 0.12
βe infection in hospitals 5% of infections at peak 0.80
βh infection at home Initial R0 of 2.5 0.10
xa (0) initial asymptomatic infections deaths through April 12, 2020 578.23

Disease Evolution

σyaf rate for young asymptomatic into fever 69% fever, 5.1 days 0.69
5.1

σyar rate for young asymptomatic into recovered 0.31
5.1

σoaf rate for old asymptomatic into fever 69% fever, 5.1 days 0.69
5.1

σoar rate for old asymptomatic into recovered 0.31
5.1

σyfe rate for young fever into emergency 3.41% hospitalization, 7 days 0.0341
7

σyfr rate for young fever into recovered 0.966
7

σofe rate for old fever into emergency 31.8% hospitalization, 7 days 0.318
7

σofr rate for old fever into recovered 0.682
7

σyed rate for young emergency into dead 6.2% conditional mortality, 6.2 days 0.062
6.2

σyer rate for young emergency into recovered 0.938
6.2

σoed rate for old emergency into dead 26.6% conditional mortality, 8.1 days 0.266
8.1

σoer rate for old emergency into recovered 0.734
8.1

Time Variation in Mortality
δ rate hospital mortality declines 30% decline over 6 months 0.71
ζH scaling for transmission in winter deaths to May 31 2020 0.56
ζL scaling for transmission in summer deaths to Oct 31 2020 0.47
T s date summer (low transmission season) starts deaths to Dec 31 2020 April 22

March 20. From March 21 the path for mt is chosen so that the model replicates the dynamics of

employment from March through December 2020.32

Improved Treatment Treatment for hospitalized COVID patients improved during the

course of 2020. In part, this reflected the introduction of new therapies, such as the steroid Dexam-

ethasone and the antiviral Remdesevir. Perhaps more important was steady refinement of best practices

related, for example, to optimal use and calibration of mechanical ventilators. The Institute for Health

Metrics and Evaluation (2020) estimates that hospital mortality declined by 30 percent between March

and September. We assume that mortality rates decline steadily and geometrically, beginning on March

21, so that σed
t+k = exp(−δk)σed

t with δ = 0.71 on an annual basis. Thus the overall IFR falls from 1

percent on March 21 2020 to exp(−0.71 ∗ 0.78) = 0.57 percent by December 31, 2020.

Time Variation in R0 It is well understood that the basic reproduction rate is not a biological
32We target the series for the Employment-Population Ratio [EMRATIO] published by the US Bureau of Labor Statistics,

where we index the series to equal one in February 2020. We estimate a logistic form for mitigation to fit this series, which
yields a baseline mitigation function of m(t) = 0.653/(1 + e0.008(t−50) ), where t is days since March 21. Figure 14 in the
Appendix plots the implied model employment rate against the BLS series.
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constant but rather something that varies with environmental conditions and behavior. We will model

this variation is a simple way, allowing for two sources of changes in R0. We implement this variation

via a shifter ζt that proportionately scales all the infection-generating-rate parameters αw , αc , βh, and

βe (and thus ζt also scales R0). Before March 21 2020, we normalize ζt = 1.

The first source of variation in R0 is that we assume that people changed their behavior in a

permanent fashion on March 21, the same date we initiate shutdowns. At this date, more cautious

behavior leads to a decline of ζt to ζH < 1.

Second, there is evidence of strong seasonality in COVID transmission, with much faster transmission

in colder months than warmer ones. For example, the time paths for COVID deaths in Europe versus

South America are mirror images of each other. This may reflect the impact of temperature or humidity

on virus spread. Or it may simply reflect the fact that when temperatures are cold, people spend more

time indoors, where ventilation is worse and transmission is therefore easier. We assume infection-

generating rates fluctuate seasonally, being relatively high for half the year and relatively low during the

other half. In the colder, high-transmission season, ζt = ζH > ζL. In the warmer, low-transmission

season, ζt = ζL.

This modeling strategy is summarized by four parameters: (i) ζH , (ii) ζL, (iii) the six-month-apart

dates when the seasons change, and (iv) the number of seed infections at the date the simulation starts.

We set these four parameters to match cumulative official deaths at four dates: April 12, May 31,

October 31, and December 31, 2020, which were 27,003, 108,102, 238,347 and 371,503, respectively.33

We focus on matching deaths, since deaths are the best-measured and most welfare-relevant measure

of the virus’ impact.34

The logic for these choices of dates is that April 12, Easter, was the peak of the first wave of deaths.

Daily deaths were then relatively stable and relatively low from the end of May to the end of October,
33All our data numbers for deaths are from the Centers for Disease Control: https://covid.cdc.gov/

covid-data-tracker/#datatracker-home.
34Following most of the existing literature, we focus on replicating official deaths, while recognizing that if official

statistics understate true COVID mortality, the case for mitigation would be strengthened. Official COVID deaths were
345,700 up through the end of December, but excess death measures suggest this official tally may fall up to 100,000
short of the true toll. See, for example, Rossen et al. (2020). These excess deaths are very highly correlated temporally
and geographically with official COVID deaths (Woolf et al., 2020). One important open question is how many of these
excess deaths reflect COVID illness versus how many might be attributed to deaths of despair tied to the recession and/or
lockdowns (Mulligan, 2020).
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when the Fall surge began in earnest.35 We start our simulation on February 1, 2020. To generate

27,003 deaths by April 12, given that start date and an initial R0 of 2.5, requires 647 initial infections

on February 1, 2020.36

This calibration strategy yields a decline in R0 from 2.5 before March 21 to 1.26 after March 21,

reflecting a value for ζH of 0.56.37 The effective Rt (including the effects of mitigation) declines from

1.26 to 0.96 on March 21 when mitigation starts. Thereafter the dynamics of Rt are influenced by two

countervailing trends: gradually declining mitigation pushes Rt up, while gradual growth in the size of

the recovered population pushes Rt down. On top of that is the impact of seasonality. When ζ falls to

ζL = 0.47 on April 22 transmission slows, with R0 switching to 1.13. This seasonality allows the model

to replicate the observed relatively modest increase in cumulative deaths between June 1 2020 and the

end of October, as well as the observed surge in mortality in November and December.

We assume that T = 1, 000 days after the start of the pandemic, the economy is back in steady

state: all those who survived the pandemic are healthy, and all young survivors are working.38 All

epidemiological and economic parameter values are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

This calibration implies the Spring 2020 population distribution by health status described in Table

3. On March 21, 0.82% of the US population was actively infected (including asymptomatic infections),

with that number rising to 0.84% by April 12, with an additional 1.82% having recovered.39

5 Looking Back: Optimal Mitigation During 2020

In this section, we describe the quantitative findings from our model. We start in Section 5.1 by

comparing against data the model’s predictions for health outcomes under the benchmark mitigation

policy. We then explore its economic predictions in Section 5.2. We characterize the optimal mitigation

path chosen by a utilitarian government in Section 5.3 and then show that the utilitarian optimal

policy masks fundamental differences in policy preference across heterogeneous households (Section 5.4).
35There was also a smaller mid-summer surge, concentrated in sunbelt states. This may have reflected high temperatures

in those states, driving people to seek air-conditioning indoors.
36The precise timing of the first cases in the US remains unclear.
37Recall that all the R0 values we report in the text are the values that would obtain absent any economic mitigation

(and, in the standard way, the ones that obtain when the entire population is susceptible). In Figure 13 in the Appendix we
plot the time path for a different concept of R0, which incorporates the effects of economic mitigation (but still assumes
a fully susceptible population).

38This is sufficient time for the pandemic to have run its course in all our model simulations.
39These numbers are within the range of expert estimates from the COVID-19 survey compiled by McAndrew (2020) at

the University of Massachusetts.
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Table 2: Economic Parameters

Preferences
µy share of young 85% 0.85
ρ discount rate 3.0% per year 0.03

365

T y residual life expectancy young 47.8 years 365 × 47.8
T o residual life expectancy old 14.0 years 365 × 14.0
ϕ utility weight on hours normalization 1.0
χ Frisch elasticity for hours 1.0 1.0
u value of life VSL = 10.8× consumption p.c. 11.61
ûf disutility of fever lose 30% of baseline utility -3.24
ûe disutility of emergency care lose 100% of baseline utility -10.8
η elasticity lux. demand to hospitalizations CPI relative prices −156.5

Technology and Fiscal Policy
µb size of basic sector 55% 0.55
g pre-COVID govt. spending 24.7% of GDP 0.247
τ∗ pre-COVID tax rate utilitarian optimal 0.303
T ∗ pre-COVID transfer budget balance 0.223
Θ hospital capacity 100, 000 beds 0.000303
λo impact of overuse on mortality 25% higher mortality at 200,000 825

Table 3: Millions of People in Each Health State

S A F E R D (1, 000s)

03/21/20 326.37 1.99 0.71 0.02 0.91 1.32

04/12/20 320.31 1.35 1.33 0.08 6.91 27.00

Section 5.5 illustrates the importance of fiscal policy and the cost of redistribution for these results.

After having validated the model against data from 2020, we then, in Section 6, characterize the optimal

mitigation policy from January 1 2021 onward, taking into account the deployment of vaccines.

5.1 The Health Pandemic through the Lens of the Benchmark Model

In Figure 1 we display U.S. times series for daily deaths and currently hospitalized individuals alongside

their model counterparts.40 Observe that the model tracks actual COVID-19-related deaths very well,

both in the spring of 2020 and in the fall/winter 2020 wave. The model also quite closely replicates the

path for hospitalizations, but somewhat overstates hospitalizations in the fall of 2020. This is likely due
40Both data series are from the Centers for Disease Control. The series for hospitalizations is at https://covid.

cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#hospitalizations and the data for daily deaths is at https://covid.cdc.gov/
covid-data-tracker/#trends_dailytrendscases.
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Figure 1: Daily Deaths and Current Hospitalizations

to the fact that in the model all individuals that experience severe COVID-19 and eventually succumb

to the virus have to move through the emergency hospital E state, whereas in the data, not all very

sick infected individuals were hospitalized: some remained in nursing homes and other settings.

In Figure 2 we display the population health dynamics from March 21 to the end of February 2021.

The top left panel shows the currently infected percentage of the population in each of the three groups

(basic workers, luxury workers, and the old), and the top right panel plots the currently hospitalized

share of each group. The bottom left panel depicts the total share of the population groups that has

had COVID-19 and recovered, whereas the bottom right panel shows the population shares that have

succumbed to the disease.

One can clearly see how the young, especially those working in the basic sector (and thus taking

care of the sick in hospital), are more likely to be infected. But a much larger share of the elderly

population is hospitalized (around 0.2% of the population 65 and older at the peak of the winter 2020

wave). This differential hospitalization contributes to a massive difference in the incidence of death
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Figure 2: Shares of Each Group Infected, Hospitalized, Recovered, Deceased.

from COVID-19: according to our model, by February 2021 about 0.8% of the elderly population has

died from the pandemic, whereas among the young that number is only 0.035%. Through the end of

2020, 81 percent of model COVID-19 deaths are accounted for by the old. This accords well with the

data for the U.S., according to which 80 percent of COVID-19 deaths in 2020 were among people 65

years and older.41

The bottom left panel shows the total share of the population (within each group) that has recovered

by the end of 2020 and into 2021. By December 31, 2020, around 28% of basic workers, 23% of luxury

workers and 14% of the elderly have recovered, and in the aggregate, slightly less than 24% of the

model population (79.1 million people) has had a COVID-19 infection. Although there is a wide range

of estimates for the corresponding number in the data, the prediction of our model is roughly in the

middle of the estimates for the US of which we are aware.42

41See CDC weekly updates: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm.
42The Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME) estimates 18% percent of the US had been infected as of

December 20, and the AI-based model by Youyang Gu (https://covid19-projections.com/) gives a point estimate of
23.6%, with a range of 15.7% to 35.4% for December 31. On the high end, the CDC estimates that 28% of the total
population had COVID-19 by December 1, 2020 (https://twitter.com/youyanggu/status/1344002411556339712).
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5.2 The Economic Crisis through the Lens of the Model

We now turn from the health to the economic dimension of the pandemic. Figure 3 characterizes

the economic recession under the baseline shutdown policy. When the government shuts down 40%

of the luxury sector, it simultaneously increases the income tax rate to finance transfers to the newly

unemployed: the tax rate on impact increases from 30% to 36%.

03/21/20 05/31/20 10/31/20 12/31/20 02/28/21
0

0.1

0.2
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Labor Tax ( ) Share of Luxury Workers Mitigated
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Figure 3: Economic Outcomes Under the Baseline Mitigation Scenario. Top Panel: Tax Rate τt and
Mitigation mt . Bottom Panel: Output, Consumption of Employed Basic Sector Workers, Consumption
of Employed Luxury Sector Workers, and Consumption of Non-Workers.

The economy plunges into a deep recession in March 2020, mostly because mitigated individuals are

not working. This decline is amplified by a rise in the share of people off work because they are sick or

hospitalized and by a decline in hours by those who are working but now face higher tax rates. Output

falls by about 30% (see the bottom panel of Figure 3), and consumption of all groups tracks the path

of output, with little heterogeneity in the percentage change in consumption at the onset of the crisis.

As time passes, mitigation is gradually relaxed, and output slowly recovers. However, when the

fall/winter wave hits, the recovery stalls again. This reflects a mix of more sick people not working plus
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a decline in demand for luxury, social-contact-intensive consumption, which depresses wages and thus

labor supply for workers in the luxury sector.

5.3 Consequences of Alternative Mitigation Paths
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Figure 4: Outcomes: Baseline Mitigation versus Zero Mitigation.

To characterize the trade-offs implied by different mitigation policies, in Figure 4 we contrast the

evolution of the health pandemic as well as taxes and transfers under the benchmark policy versus a

policy of no mitigation at all. The mitigation paths (the percentage of the luxury sector shuttered)

are depicted in the upper left panel of Figure 4. On the health side, we see that a policy of doing

nothing (solid blue line) leads to rapid herd immunity by the fall of 2020 (see the middle left panel), at

the expense of an explosion in hospitalizations and deaths in the spring and early summer of 2020. At

the peak, this laissez-faire policy would have led to 382,000 individuals hospitalized at the beginning of

June 2020 (right top panel), far outstripping the supply of emergency hospital beds available in the US.

The number of deaths would have peaked not long after, at over 12,600 daily deaths. These additional
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deaths (relative to the benchmark) largely reflect the old getting sick and dying at a higher rate.

The lower two panels show the other side of the trade-off. Since more people in the luxury sector are

working under the laissez-faire policy, taxes are lower and transfers higher than with more pronounced

mitigation. However, even absent mitigation, equilibrium transfers to non-workers fall when infections

surge, and the value of output is depressed by a mix of sick workers staying home and the demand for

luxury goods falling.

This trade-off between stemming the health pandemic and the economic costs of mitigation raises the

question of what an optimal mitigation policy looks like. In Figure 5 we characterize this optimal policy

for a utilitarian government and contrast its outcomes to those under the baseline mitigation path.43

Optimal shutdowns are milder early in the pandemic. In addition, the optimal path for mitigation

inherits some of the seasonality in infection-generating rates: optimal mitigation is relaxed slightly in

the summer and then ramps up again in the fall.

Table 4: Cumulative Deaths, Alternative Mitigation Paths

No Mitigation Baseline Utilitarian

Through 12/31/20 1,093,705 364,750 420,854

Through 12/31/21 1,098,134 657,487 501,807

Since optimal mitigation is initially lower than under the actual policy, the paths for hospitalizations

and deaths at first run higher. But by reimposing moderate shutdowns in the fall, the optimal policy

avoids the surge in hospitalizations and deaths that occurs under the baseline. Table 4 reports total

deaths through the end of 2020 and the end of 2021 under the baseline mitigation path and the utilitarian

optimal one. Relative to the baseline, had the US instead followed the optimal mitigation path, the

model predicts we would suffered 56,000 more COVID deaths in 2020, perhaps suggesting lockdowns

in the first wave were too tight. But the optimal path delivers 156,000 fewer deaths in total, as tighter

restrictions in late 2020 and early 2021 would have largely eliminated the winter wave.44

43See the Appendix for details of how we solve for the optimal policy numerically.
44Recall that subsectors in our model economy vary in terms of infection-generating contact rates. Our baseline assump-

tion is that mitigation is directed toward the riskiest subsectors. We have also explored an alternative model for mitigation
according to which subsectors are shutdown at random. In this undirected mitigation model, the terms αw (1 − mt ) and
αc (1−mt ) in equations (8) and (9) are replaced by αw and αc . This implies higher infection rates for any interior level of
mitigation, but does not change the economic cost of mitigation. We find that with undirected mitigation, the utilitarian
optimal path for mitigation mt is always higher than in the baseline directed-mitigation model. It is perhaps surprising
that the planner chooses more mitigation when mitigation is a less effective tool. The reason is that when mitigation
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Figure 5: Outcomes: Baseline Mitigation versus Utilitarian Optimal Mitigation.

Note that because the optimal path for mitigation is flatter relative to the baseline, so is the share

of the population working. The time path of transfers and tax rates display the same overall shape.

5.4 Preferences over Optimal Mitigation: Heterogeneity by Age and Sector

We now explore how preferences for mitigation vary by age and by sector. Figure 6 describes the

mitigation paths that each type of household would choose at the start of the pandemic, if they were

allowed to dictate policy. The main message is that the young and the old have sharply diverging policy

preferences. The old would prefer a much more extensive and long-lasting lockdown, initially covering

60% of the luxury sector and lasting well into the winter of 2020. In contrast, the young would like to

see only around 10% of the luxury sector shuttered, and they would like to see lockdowns end altogether

before the end of 2020. The policy chosen by the utilitarian government is a compromise between these

is less effective, infections and hospitalizations tend to run higher. Absent higher mitigation, hospital capacity would be
drastically exceeded, leading to even higher mortality.
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divergent preferences.45

Comparing the policies preferred by young workers in the basic and the luxury sectors, luxury workers

favor slightly more extensive lockdowns. At first sight this might seem surprising, because luxury workers

are the ones who risk losing their jobs from mitigation, thereby suffering a loss of income and consump-

tion. However, these workers rationally forecast that if the pandemic intensifies and hospitalizations

rise, this depresses demand for luxury consumption, in turn lowering incomes in the luxury sector.
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Figure 6: Preferred Mitigation Paths for Different Types.

Table 5 reports welfare gains for different individual types (the rows) under different mitigation paths

(the columns). The welfare calculations ask, what percent of consumption would a person be willing to

pay every day for the rest of her life to move from the baseline mitigation path to either zero mitigation

or one of the four mitigation paths plotted in Figure 6?46 The table reinforces the main message of the
45There are two reasons to mitigate in our economy. First, mitigation saves lives. Second, with fewer infections, fewer

people feel miserable with flu-like symptoms or suffer in hospital, which shows up in welfare via the preference shifters ûf

and ûe . We have solved for utilitarian optimal policy for a calibration in which we set these preference shifters to zero. We
found utilitarian optimal mitigation in this case to be very similar to the baseline specification, indicating that the rationale
for lockdowns is almost entirely to save lives. The logic is that even though many more people suffer COVID symptoms
than die from the disease, symptoms are very short lived relative to the duration of flow utility lost from a premature
COVID death. Thus, if a hospital treatment for COVID were to emerge that would eliminate mortality, it would be optimal
to set mitigation to zero.

46Let stars denote allocations under an alternative policy. The welfare gain for the young from switching to the alternative
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paper: the young and the old have sharply divergent policy preferences. The reasons are clear. The old

worry about health, but not about higher taxes or job loss, and thus they favor strict lockdowns.47 The

young worry less about health and much more about the higher taxes and job losses that mitigation

entails.

In addition, the magnitudes of welfare gains and losses across alternative policies vary strongly by

age, with much more at stake for the old than for the young. The old face disproportionate risk of

severe illness and death in a virus surge, which translates to losses exceeding 6% of consumption in

the counter-factual scenario with zero mitigation. Conversely, the old see welfare gains close to 4% of

consumption under their preferred extensive and persistent mitigation policy.

In contrast, the welfare effects of alternative policies are modest for basic sector workers. They never

worry much about health, and they do not risk losing their jobs in a shutdown. The welfare numbers

for luxury sector workers are slightly larger. They suffer more from the extensive mitigation favored by

the old, since they bear all the risk of job loss. Young individuals would modestly prefer zero mitigation

to the baseline path. Conversely, the larger and more persistent lockdown preferred by the old would

be substantially welfare-reducing for them.

5.4.1 Age-Based Policies

The strong age heterogeneity in the preferences over mitigation raises the question of whether age-based

policies could yield welfare gains (see also Acemoglu et al. 2021 and Brotherhood et al. 2020 for an

extensive discussion of such policies). One widely discussed policy was to isolate older people at home.

In our model, the old do not work, so the only way to lower their risk of infection outside the home

policy from the baseline policy is the value for ω that solves
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Note that the equilibrium allocations in our economy have the property that
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Thus the welfare gain ω can be interpreted as the percentage change in consumption that leaves a young individual
indifferent between the two policies. The same argument applies to old individuals.

47The only reason the old do not favor 100% mitigation is the negative impact on transfers from such a policy.
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Table 5: Welfare Gains (+) or Losses (-) From Mitigation, Distortionary Taxes

Policy
Group None Old Luxury Basic Utilitarian
Young Basic 0.11% -0.35% 0.20% 0.22% 0.14%
Young Luxury 0.20% -0.79% 0.33% 0.30% 0.23%
Old -6.18% 3.91% -0.57% -1.23% 2.68%
Utilitarian -0.38% -0.19% 0.19% 0.13% 0.39%

is to reduce their market consumption activity. We therefore consider an intervention to protect the

old from infection while shopping, which is to ask the young to shop on their behalf.48 To model this

we remove the consumption channel as a possible source of infection for the old, and simultaneously

increase the importance of the consumption channel for the young, in such a way that the total number

of infections through consumption would remain unchanged, given the same distribution across health

states for young and old.

Table 6: Welfare Gains (+) or Losses (-): Utilitarian Government

Baseline Elderly Shut In
Young Basic 0.14% 0.15%
Young Luxury 0.23% 0.29%
Old 2.68% 4.62%
Utilitarian 0.39% 0.57%

This intervention significantly benefits the old. But, once the old stop shopping, the government

reduces the path for mitigation, because mitigation no longer directly protects the old from infection.

This less drastic mitigation in turn translates into more infections. Since these infections are more

heavily tilted toward the young, total deaths are reduced, however. Fewer deaths plus higher average

consumption is an attractive package. Column (2) of Table 6 documents welfare gains for all groups

and shows that whereas the young are essentially unaffected by a joint policy of isolation of the old plus

optimal mitigation (relative to utilitarian optimal policy absent isolation), the old experience significantly

larger welfare gains.
48This policy can also be interpreted as introducing special shopping hours for the elderly where infection risk in minimized,

in turn reducing shopping hours for the young, with more crowded and infectious stores for them.
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5.5 The Interaction between Mitigation and Redistribution

Thus far we have argued that there is strong divergence in policy preferences across the different

population groups, since they trade off the health benefits of mitigation versus the economic costs

very differently. The second main theme of this paper is that mitigation and redistribution policies

interact. Concretely, the government’s appetite for mitigation will be dampened when it is harder to

adjust redistribution policy so as to soften the impact of shutdowns on inequality.

To make this point, we now compare optimal policies under the benchmark fiscal constitution to

three alternatives, starting with the lump-sum transfer system studied theoretically in Proposition 2.

Figure 7 shows the preferred mitigation paths for all three population groups as well as the utilitarian

optimum, under lump-sum group-specific transfers (red dashed line) as well as under the benchmark

fiscal system with distortionary taxes (blue solid line). The figure also shows optimal mitigation under

two alternative versions of the distortionary tax economy: one in which tax rates are held fixed over

time (green dotted line) and a second in which transfers are held fixed (black dash-dotted line).49

If the government has access to group-specific lump-sum taxes and transfers, then taxation does not

distort labor supply choices, redistribution is costless, and the utilitarian government optimally equates

the marginal utility of consumption across all agents at each date. With our utility function, this

requires equating the level of utility from consumption and labor supply. Any difference in preferred

policies across types under lump-sum taxes then reflects exclusively differential concerns about the health

consequences of COVID-19.

The red dashed lines in Figure 7 demonstrate that the old care about these health consequences

much more than the young and consequently prefer more extensive mitigation.50 Crucially, comparing

the lump-sum tax system to the distortionary benchmark shows that the utilitarian optimal path calls for

more mitigation, on average, when redistribution via taxation does not distort labor supply. This was the

content of Proposition 2.51 The elderly are especially keen on extra mitigation with lump-sum taxation,
49One could argue that the most relevant fiscal policy scenario is one where the additional transfers due to mitigated

workers are financed through government debt, which is serviced through higher taxes on the current young and future
generations. With lump-sum taxes the timing of these taxes would not matter (absent inter-generational redistribution),
owing to Ricardian equivalence, so for this economy, abstracting from debt is not an issue. With distortionary taxes, debt
would allow the planner could to smooth higher marginal tax rates over time (Lucas and Stokey, 1983).

50For health reasons, young basic workers, who care for the sick and thus have higher infection risk, prefer more mitigation
than young luxury workers, although this effect is small and visible only in the more severe second wave of the pandemic.

51Note that the proposition does not imply that optimal mitigation should be uniformly lower in the distortionary tax
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Figure 7: Preferred Mitigation Paths under Alternative Fiscal Rules: (1) Baseline Distortionary Propor-
tional Tax (Solid Blue Lines), (2) Non-Distortionary Lump-Sum Taxes (Dashed Red Lines), (3) Constant
Tax Rate τ (Green Dotted Lines), and (4) Constant Transfers T (Black Dash-Dot Lines)

because now increasing taxes and transfers does not increase distortions (in contrast to the baseline

economy), which implies a smaller elasticity of transfers to mitigation. The difference in preferred

mitigation under the lump-sum and distortionary systems is less pronounced for the young. Young

luxury workers support more mitigation under the benchmark tax system (especially in the second wave)

as a tool to protect demand for the social-contact-intensive luxury goods they produce. With lump-sum

transfers, period utility is equalized across groups, and thus luxury workers are already effectively insured

against luxury price declines in the winter 2020 COVID-19 wave.

The second point we want to make with Figure 7 is that although the utilitarian optimal mitigation

path is fairly robust to differences in the tax-transfer system, group-specific mitigation policy preferences

vary strongly with the fiscal regime, since these heterogeneous groups care about fundamentally different

aspects of fiscal policy. To this end, consider the two additional fiscal constitutions plotted that hold

economy. The reason is that different paths for mitigation imply different health state distribution dynamics in the two
economies and thus differential marginal gains from additional mitigation in terms of improved health outcomes.
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fixed, respectively, the tax rate and the level of transfers.52

As discussed before, the old care about fiscal policy only to the extent that it impacts their transfers,

and if these are guaranteed to be constant, then they support 100% mitigation for health reasons (lower

left panel). At the other extreme, workers in the basic sector receive transfers only if they fall sick, but

they face potentially much higher taxes when transfers are held constant and thus support very little

mitigation in that scenario (upper-left panel). In contrast, with constant taxes this group would happily

support 100% mitigation, while the implied lower transfers curb even the old’s enthusiasm for significant

shutdowns (see the dotted green lines in the upper-left and lower left panels). Workers in the luxury

sector are in the middle of these extremes, as they are both tax payers (if their jobs are not shut down)

and transfer recipients (if they are mitigated), and thus their policy preferences tend to be in between

those of the old and the young basic workers.

One especially interesting comparison is between the lump-sum tax economy and the fixed tax rate

economy. In both cases, changing the path for mitigation does not affect the magnitude of distortions

to labor supply or output. But in the lump-sum tax economy changing the path for mitigation also does

not change equilibrium inequality in flow utility from consumption and labor supply – the government

always eliminates any such inequality – while in the fixed tax rate economy, inequality in consumption

and flow utility widens as mitigation and the fraction of non-workers rise. The lower-right panel of Figure

7 illustrates that this concern about rising inequality substantially tempers the utilitarian government’s

appetite for mitigation.

Taken together these comparisons clearly illustrate that mitigation and redistribution are comple-

mentary policies. When redistribution is easier, stronger mitigation is optimal. However, the differences

between the optimal utilitarian paths for mitigation under different fiscal rules are quantitatively modest.

This result is reassuring, in that it suggests that utilitarian optimal mitigation policy is quite robust to

details of tax and transfer system, even though the preferences of different household types vary strongly

across different systems. At the same time our exploration suggests that the extent of political support

for mitigation is likely to be highly sensitive to the fiscal constitution. Given the baseline tax system,
52The first scenario is of policy interest when it is difficult to rapidly increases taxes and transfers because it takes time

to change fiscal policy or when it is difficult because the government has limited fiscal space. Given a constant tax rate and
a balanced budget requirement, increasing mitigation will then dictate a large decline in transfers. The second scenario is
relevant if it is politically difficult to reduce public transfers to retirees or to cut benefits to the unemployed. Now increasing
mitigation will dictate a large rise in the equilibrium tax rate.
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only the elderly support strong mitigation. Since they are in a minority (15 percent of the population),

the median voter will be young and would choose less mitigation than the utilitarian government. One

way to build political support for more mitigation would be to promise to hold taxes fixed (or close to

fixed), thereby incentivizing the young to support stronger mitigation.

6 Optimal Policy in the Presence of a Vaccine Roll-Out

Having characterized the desired mitigation path for 2020, we now study optimal mitigation and redis-

tribution policy in a pandemic when a vaccine becomes available. By the beginning of 2021, it was clear

that a roll-out of effective vaccines was imminent. We now ask how the emergence and diffusion of a

vaccine that protects individuals both from illness as well as from spreading the virus to others impacts

the optimal lockdown policy and health as well as economic outcomes. To do so, we assume that the

vaccine is perfectly effective and is rolled out among the different age groups in the model in accordance

with the actual pattern for the US in the first half of 2021.53 When susceptible people are vaccinated,

by assumption they immediately transition to the recovered state in the epidemiological model, thus

pushing the economy closer to herd immunity.54

We make one additional change for our 2021 simulations relative to those for 2020, which is to

assume that as vaccinations proceed, the infection-generating scaling parameter ζt gradually rises in

proportion to the share of newly recovered individuals. The idea is that as vaccinations proceed, people

become less concerned about contracting and transmitting the virus and return to pre-COVID social

behavior. We set the constant of proportionality so that if everyone is vaccinated – implying a fully

recovered population – the basic reproduction number R0 would return to its initial, pre-March 20, 2020

value. See Figure 13 in the Appendix for the model-implied evolution of the basic reproduction number.

Our simulations in this section start on January 1, 2021. The initial condition is the population

health distribution for that date implied by the simulation described in Section 5 under the benchmark
53Model individuals (including those who have already recovered from COVID) are vaccinated over the six month

period between January 1 and July 1, 2021. We assume that 0.47 percent of the old and 0.30 percent of the young are
vaccinated per day, which approximately replicates the differential pace of vaccination rates by age reported by the CDC (see
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/vaccination-demographics-trends). We assume that vaccinations
of the young and old continue at a constant pace until 60 percent of the young and 80 percent of the old have been
vaccinated. In Glover et al. (2021) we explore the implications of alternative vaccination strategies that strictly prioritize
either the old or the young in vaccine distribution.

54Recent evidence suggests that fully vaccinated individuals can still transmit the virus, especially the “delta” and
“omicron” variants, though they are less likely to do so than infected but unvaccinated individuals. We explore vaccine
deployment in the context of the delta variant in Glover et al. (2021).
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mitigation path, which we argued to be a good approximation to the actual distribution at the end of

2020. Equipped with our initial condition and the deterministic time paths for vaccinations by age, we

explore alternative mitigation paths in the presence of a vaccine roll-out.
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Figure 8: Preferred Mitigation Paths in the Presence of a Vaccine

Figure 8 displays preferred mitigation paths in the presence of a vaccine roll-out in the first half of

2021. It is the counterpart to Figure 6 for 2020. Comparing these two figures, we derive two basic

insights. First, the ranking of policy preferences remains unchanged in the presence of a vaccine, with

the old preferring more mitigation than the young working in both sectors and basic workers supporting

a quicker reduction of lockdowns as the winter wave of infection subsides. As before, the utilitarian

optimum lies in between these group-specific policy preferences. Second, the optimal level of mitigation

is significantly higher in early 2021 than during 2020, and the reopening proceeds at a more rapid pace.

The diffusion of a vaccine means that infections prevented by mitigation in early 2021 will never occur.

Absent a vaccine mitigation primarily delays infections rather than eliminating them altogether.

That the arrival of the vaccine is indeed responsible for the stronger preference for mitigation is

demonstrated by Figure 9, which shows the optimal mitigation paths for 2021 in the presence and

absence of vaccine deployment, in addition to the benchmark path for mitigation. Throughout January
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Figure 9: Utilitarian Optimal Mitigation Paths with and without Vaccines

optimal mitigation with a vaccine is 15 percentage points higher than without, but then mitigation falls

more quickly in February through May 2021, as rising vaccination rates translate into rapidly declining

infections.55

We now compare health and economic outcomes under three alternative scenarios for the deployment

of vaccines and the path for mitigation. In the first (yellow line), our approximation of actual events,

vaccines are gradually rolled out, and the path for mitigation is the baseline plotted in Figure 9. In the

second scenario there are no vaccines, and the path for mitigation is optimal for the no-vaccine scenario

(the red line in Figure 9). In the third scenario, vaccines are rolled out, and the path for mitigation is

the optimal one conditional on vaccine deployment (the blue line depicted in Figure 8).

6.1 Health Dynamics in the Presence of a Vaccine Roll-Out

Figure 10 plots daily deaths under the three scenarios and the cumulative share of the population that

has recovered from COVID (either via infection or via vaccination). It shows that in the presence of a
55Note that relative to the spring and summer of 2020, optimal utilitarian mitigation is higher in early 2021 even in the

absence of a vaccine, by about 15-20 percentage points. This is due to the fact that the second wave in the winter of
2020/21 is larger, as well as the assumption that infection rates rise as vaccinations proceed, as described at the beginning
of this section.
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vaccine, daily deaths rapidly converge to zero by the middle of 2021 as a large share of the population

becomes vaccinated or has recovered from the disease. The bottom panel shows, however, that the

mitigation path chosen is a strong determinant of the number of casualties on the way to this eventual

outcome, with the optimal mitigation path (which implies much more significant lockdowns in early 2021)

avoiding 175,000 deaths relative to the baseline scenario. Interestingly, substantial optimal mitigation in

the no-vaccine scenario delivers health outcomes that are not too much worse than those with a vaccine

(compare the red and blue lines in Figure 10), but at the expense of longer, costly lockdowns.
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6.2 The Evolution of the Economy with Vaccination

The economic consequences of the availability of vaccines and the associated optimal mitigation policy

are depicted in Figure 11, which shows the optimal tax rate (upper panel) and the deviation of output

from its value at the end of 2020 level (lower panel) under the same three scenarios described above.

If the mitigation path is chosen optimally, lockdowns are initially much higher than under the baseline

path and are associated with higher tax rates and depressed output at the start of 2021.
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As the economy moves into spring, the economy recovers fast in the scenarios with vaccines, because

fewer workers are sick and because demand in the luxury sector recovers as hospitalizations fall. When

mitigation is chosen optimally, it is rapidly relaxed as the share of the population vaccinated and protected

from infection rises. This further fuels the recovery, both directly, as previously mitigated workers return

to work, and indirectly, as lower tax rates encourage additional labor supply. In contrast, in the scenario

without a vaccine, the recovery in 2021 proceeds much more gradually. Thus, from the perspective of

our model, getting the pandemic under control with a vaccine is the key to a rapid economic recovery.

Table 7 summarizes the welfare gains from the introduction of the vaccine. The different columns of

the table correspond to the three scenarios plotted in Figures 10 and 11. The rows report four outcomes,

each relative to the benchmark scenario in which no vaccines ever arrive and mitigation follows the

baseline path. These outcomes are the welfare gains for a utilitarian government, the expected welfare

gain for older households, the number of deaths avoided relative to the benchmark scenario, and the
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Table 7: Welfare Gains From Vaccine Introduction

Vaccine
Baseline Mitigation

No Vaccine
Optimal Mitigation

Vaccine
Optimal Mitigation

Utilitarian Welfare 0.34% 0.35% 0.64%
Old Welfare 2.95% 3.82% 5.91%
Deaths Avoided 159,583 260,430 335,123
GDP Gain, 2021 1.10% -1.09% 0.12%

increase in total GDP for 2021.56

The first column indicates that welfare gains from the vaccine alone are large and equivalent to

increasing consumption permanently by one third of a percent for individuals’ remaining lifetimes.57

The gains for the old are much larger, at 3 percent of consumption. Vaccines, holding mitigation policy

constant, save almost 160, 000 lives and boost GDP in 2021 by 1.1 percent, owing to reduced sickness

and stronger demand for luxury consumption.

The second column shows that absent a vaccine, the government can attain similar welfare gains if it

moves from the baseline (very modest) mitigation path to the optimal one plotted in Figure 9. However,

the source of welfare gains is different: an extensive and persistent path for mitigation saves even more

lives (260, 000) but at the cost of a recession in which output falls by an additional 1.1 percent.

The third column of the table shows the gains from the most favorable scenario: a vaccine is

deployed, and the path for mitigation is chosen optimally. Now, relative to the vaccine-only scenario,

welfare gains double, and more than twice as many lives are saved, while output per capita is mildly

higher than in the benchmark scenario. We conclude that while having a vaccine is unsurprisingly

hugely beneficial for welfare, even with a vaccine, it remains very important to choose an appropriate

path for economic mitigation. That path (Figure 9) involves a hard lockdown to save lives in the short

run, coupled with rapid relaxation to save the economy as vaccinations progress and infections slow

(compare the last row across columns 2 and 3) in Table 7.
56Welfare gains are calculated as the permanent percent increase in the utility kernel (which is linear in consumption)

needed to make the utilitarian government (or the old) indifferent between a given scenario and the no vaccine plus baseline
mitigation benchmark alternative.

57Given U.S. consumption of around $15Tr, this corresponds to $50bn per year on a flow basis. For comparison, the
(one time) budget for Operation Warpspeed was $10bn.
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7 Conclusion

A key challenge in designing an optimal policy response to a pandemic is that mitigation efforts offer

large potential benefits to some groups (in the case of COVID-19, they benefited the old) while imposing

large costs on others, typically young participants in the labor market, especially those working in sectors

directly affected by a lockdown. The fact that the gains and losses from mitigation are unequally

distributed makes fighting pandemics politically difficult. Mitigation efforts are likely to be more popular

when the costs of shutdowns can be distributed more evenly across the population via redistribution.

However, when redistribution creates additional distortions and thus is socially costly, mitigation policy

may not be Pareto-improving in practice.

Within a quantitative heterogeneous agent model with micro-founded distortions from redistribution,

we have computed the optimal joint shutdown and redistribution policy, in both the absence and the

presence of a vaccination campaign. Relative to predictions from models without heterogeneity or with

costless redistribution, the utilitarian optimal shutdown is relatively mild, at the cost of more adverse

health outcomes. Our baseline calibration suggests that the shutdown actually in place in the spring of

2020 was too extensive, but it was also lifted too quickly, relative to what a utilitarian government would

choose. When a vaccine becomes available that actually saves lives, rather than simply postponing

deaths, optimal mitigation in the second wave of infections in January becomes stronger, but much

shorter, relative to that of a world in which the vaccine is not available.

Extrapolating these lessons across countries, and for past and future pandemics, we conclude that

different regions of the world should pursue rather different policies. The West and richer countries in

Asia are first in line for vaccines, have well-developed institutions for social insurance and redistribution,

and have large population shares of vulnerable old people. Such countries should shut down hard early

and then open up quickly when a majority of the population (and especially among the old) have been

vaccinated. In contrast, much of the developing world is last in line for vaccines, has limited fiscal

capacity to implement redistribution, and has relatively few elderly residents. For such countries, our

model suggests that much more limited shutdowns will be optimal.

By the same token, past pandemics might offer only limited insights for the future. In 1918 there was

no realistic prospect for the speedy development of a vaccine against the Spanish flu, and no countries
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had extensive public insurance systems. In such a context, extensive lockdown policies would have come

with high costs and uncertain benefits. On the other hand, if the current research into novel vaccines

makes vaccine development against current or future virus mutations (such as “omicron”) or other

diseases even more rapid, our work suggests that a government with strong institutions and fiscal space

should lock down hard and early and then open up quickly as the vaccination campaign progresses.
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Appendix: Not for Publication

A Details of the SAFER Model

This section summarizes the details of the remainder of the epidemiological block. It is fairly mechanical
and simply describes the transition of individuals though the health states (asymptomatic, fever-suffering,
hospitalized, and recovered) once they have been infected. Equations (34) to (36) describe the change
in the measure of asymptomatic individuals. There is entry into that state from the newly infected
flowing in from the susceptible state (as described above). Exit from this state to developing a fever
occurs at rate σyaf (σoaf ) for the young (old), and exit to the recovered state occurs at rate σyar (σoar )
for the young (old). Note that someone who recovers at this stage will never know that she contracted
the virus.

For individuals suffering from a fever, equations (37) to (39) show that for the young there is entry
from the asymptomatic state and exit to the hospitalized state at rate σyfe , and to the recovered state
at rate σyfr , with analogous expressions for the old. Equations (40) to (42) describe the movements of
those in emergency care, showing entry from those with a fever and exits to death and recovery. The
death rate is σyed +ϕ, while the recovery rate is σyer −ϕ, where ϕ, described in equation 13 in the main
text, is a term related to hospital overuse. Equations (43) to (45) display the evolution of the measure
of the recovered population, which features only entry and is an absorbing state. So is death, with the
evolution of the deceased population being determined by ¤xybd = (σyed +ϕ)xybe , ¤xy`d = (σyed +ϕ)xy`e ,
and ¤xod = (σoed + ϕ)xoe . We record them separately from the recovered (who work), since they play
no further role in the model.

To summarize, the dynamic system of health transitions from the asymptomatic to the recovered
(and death) state is then given by:

¤xyba = − ¤xybs −
(
σyaf + σyar

)
xyba (34)

¤xy`a = − ¤xy`s −
(
σyaf + σyar

)
xy`a (35)

¤xoa = − ¤xos −
(
σoaf + σoar

)
xoa (36)

¤xybf =σyaf xyba −
(
σyfe + σyfr

)
xybf (37)

¤xy`f =σyaf xy`a −
(
σyfe + σyfr

)
xy`f (38)

¤xof =σoaf xoa −
(
σofe + σofr

)
xof (39)

¤xybe =σyfe xybf −
(
σyed + σyer

)
xybe (40)

¤xy`e =σyfe xy`f −
(
σyed + σyer

)
xy`e (41)

¤xoe =σofe xof −
(
σoed + σoer

)
xoe (42)

¤xybr =σyar xyba + σyfr xybf + (σyer −ϕ)xybe (43)
¤xy`r =σyar xy`a + σyfr xy`f + (σyer −ϕ)xy`e (44)
¤xor =σoar xoa + σofr xof + (σoer −ϕ)xoe (45)

(46)
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B Details of the Theoretical Results of Section 2

In this section we provide the detailed derivations for the theoretical results in Section 3.

B.1 Proof of Proposition 1

First, we characterize the optimal redistributive tax and transfer policy, as characterized in Proposition
1.

B.1.1 Household Decisions

As stated in the main text, the household maximization problem for those not mitigated is

log
(
c − h1+ 1

χ

1 + 1
χ

)
c = cb + c l (1 − ξc )

cb + (1 − ξc )c` = (1 − τ)hw i

Given the relative price p = (1 − ξc ), households are indifferent between consuming the basic and the
luxury good. Optimal labor supply h and total consumption c satisfy the first order conditions

1

c − h1+ 1χ

1+ 1
χ

= λi

h
1
χ

c − h1+ 1χ

1+ 1
χ

= λi (1 − τ)w i

with solution

hi =
[
(1 − τ)w i ]χ

c i = (1 − τ)hiw i =
[
(1 − τ)w i ]1+χ

for i ∈ {b, `} and w i = 1, w ` = 1 − ξc . Utility from this allocation is determined by

U i = log ©«c i −
(
hi )1+ 1

χ

1 + 1
χ

ª®¬ = log
( [
(1 − τ)w i ]1+χ − [

(1 − τ)w i ]1+χ
1 + 1

χ

)
= log

( [
(1 − τ)w i ]1+χ

1 + χ

)
= log

(
1

1 + χ

)
+ (1 + χ) log(1 − τ) + (1 + χ) log(w i )

and therefore, for each group

Ub (τ) = log
(
[1 − τ]1+χ

1 + χ

)
= log

(
1

1 + χ

)
+ (1 + χ) log(1 − τ)

U` (τ) = log
(
[(1 − τ) (1 − ξc )]1+χ

1 + χ

)
= log

(
1

1 + χ

)
+ (1 + χ) log(1 − τ) + (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc )
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For non-working households, as a direct consequence of their budget constraint we have

c = cb + c l (1 − ξc ) = T
Un = log(c) = log (T ) .

Using the government budget constraint we can write transfers as a function of the tax rate τ as follows:

T =
(τ − g)

[
Y b + pY `

]
xn (m) =

(τ − g)
[
xbw [(1 − τ)]χ + x `w (m) (1 − ξc )1+χ [1 − τ]χ

]
xn (m)

= (τ − g) (1 − τ)χ
[
xbw + x `w (m) (1 − ξc )1+χ

]
xn (m) =

(τ − g) (1 − τ)χ
xn (m)

[
xbw + x `w (m) (1 − ξc )1+χ

]
=
(τ − g) (1 − τ)χ

xn (m) Y LS (m)

where

Y LS (m) =
[
xbw + x `w (m) (1 − ξc )1+χ

]
= (1 − τ)−χ

[
Y b + pY `

]
= (1 − τ)−χ [Y (m, τ)]

is aggregate GDP under lump-sum taxes. Thus we can write

Un (τ, m) = log (T ) = log(τ − g) + χ log(1 − τ) + log
[
Y LS (m)
xn (m)

]
as in the main text.

B.1.2 The Static Optimization Problem

The objective of the government is to maximize, by choice of τ, static social welfare

W (τ, m) = xbw Ub + x `w (m)U` + xn (m)Un = xbw
[
log

(
1

1 + χ

)
+ (1 + χ) log(1 − τ)

]
+x `w (m)

[
log

(
1

1 + χ

)
+ (1 + χ) log(1 − τ) + (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc )

]
+xn (m)

[
log(τ − g) + χ log(1 − τ) + log

[
Y LS (m)
xn (m)

] ]
=

(
(1 + χ)

[
xbw + x `w (m)

]
+ χxn (m)

)
log(1 − τ) + xn (m) log(τ − g)

+
[
xbw + x `w (m)

] [
log

(
1

1 + χ

)]
+ x `w (m) (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc ) + xn (m) log

[
Y LS (m)
xn (m)

]
= (xw (m) + χx ) log(1 − τ) + xn (m) log(τ − g)

+xw (m)
[
log

(
1

1 + χ

)]
+ x `w (m) (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc ) + xn (m) log

[
Y LS (m)
xn (m)

]
= Γ(τ, m) +Ψ(m) (47)

defined in equation (25) of the main text, where

Γ(τ, m) = (xw (m) + χx ) log(1 − τ) + xn (m) log(τ − g)

Ψ(m) = xw (m)
[
log

(
1

1 + χ

)]
+ x `w (m) (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc ) + xn (m) log

[
Y LS (m)
xn (m)

]
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Ψ(m) is a function solely of m and thus irrelevant for maximization with respect to τ. The first order
condition with respect to τ reads as Γ′(τ, m) = 0 and thus:

xw (m) + χx
1 − τ =

xn (m)
τ − g

τ∗(m;χ , g) =
xn (m) + g (xw (m) + χx )

(1 + χ)x =
(1 − g)µn (m)

1 + χ + g

where we recall that µn (m) = xn (m)/x is the share of the population that is not working. Plugging in
the optimal tax rate we obtain the optimal associated transfers as:

T ∗ =
(
1 − g
1 + χ

)1+χ
(χ + µw (m))χ Y LS (m)

x (48)

which concludes the proof of Proposition 1.

B.2 Evaluating Static Social Welfare

In order to derive the static social welfare function we now plug the optimal tax-transfer policy (τ∗, T ∗)
into (47). First we note that per capita output with undistorted labor supply is given by

Y LS (m)
x =

[
xbw + x `w (m) (1 − ξc )1+χ

]
x

=
[
(1 − ξc )1+χ

]
· x

bw (1 − ξc )−(1+χ) + x `w (m)
x

=
[
(1 − ξc )1+χ

]
·

xbw [
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ x `w (m) + xbw

x

=
[
(1 − ξc )1+χ

]
·
(
xbw [

(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1
]
+ x `w (m) + xbw

x

)
=

[
(1 − ξc )1+χ

]
·
(
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

)
To evaluate welfare we also note that

1 − τ∗ =
(1 + χ − µn (m)) (1 − g)

1 + χ =
(µw (m) + χ) (1 − g)

1 + χ

τ∗ − g =
(1 − g)µn (m)

1 + χ

B.2.1 Static Social Welfare is Monotonically Declining in Mitigation

From these expressions we can write welfare of all three subgroups of the population, and therefore total
static welfare from consumption-labor allocations as a function of mitigation m solely though the share
µw (m) of workers in the population. This is equation 30 in the main text:

Un (µw (m)) = log(τ − g) + χ log(1 − τ) + log
[
Y LS (m)
xn (m)

]
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= (1 + χ) log
(
1 − g
1 + χ

)
+ χ log (χ + µw (m))

+ log
[ [
(1 − ξc )1+χ

]
·
(
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

)]
(49)

Ub (µw (m)) = (1 + χ) log
(
1 − g
1 + χ

)
+ (1 + χ) log (χ + µw (m)) − log(1 + χ) (50)

U` (µw (m)) = Ub (µw (m)) + (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc ) (51)

Since the share of workers µw (m) is strictly decreasing in mitigation and Y LS (m) is strictly decreasing
in mitigation, it is immediate that welfare of all three groups is strictly increasing in µw (m) and thus
strictly decreasing in mitigation. Also note that m affects welfare of all groups exclusively through the
share of workers µw (m). However, these results are not sufficient to show that social welfare is strictly
decreasing in mitigation m. For that we also need to guarantee that welfare of the n-type is strictly
lower than that of the ` types so that a shift of population mass from workers to non-workers does not
raise social welfare. We now show that under Assumption 1 in the main text Un (µw (m)) < U` (µw (m))
for all m ∈ [0, 1].

Lemma 1 Let Assumption 1 be satisfied. Then for all m ∈ [0, 1] we have Un (µw (m)) < U` (µw (m)).

Proof 1 Using equations (49) and (51) we have

U` − Un = log (χ + µw (m)) − log (1 + χ) + (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc ) − log
[
Y LS (m)

x

]
= log (χ + µw (m)) − log(1 + χ) − log

[
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

]
We want to show that under Assumption 1 we have U` − Un > 0 for all m ∈ [0, 1]. But

U` − Un > 0

⇔ log
(
χ + µw (m)

1 + χ

)
> log

[
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

]
⇔ χ + µw (m)

1 + χ − µw (m) > µbw
[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
⇔ χ

1 + χ (1 − µ
w (m)) > µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
Since µw (m) is strictly decreasing in m the above inequality holds for all m ∈ [0, 1] if it holds for m = 0,
that is, if

⇔ χ

1 + χ (1 − µ
w (m = 0)) > µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
⇔ χ (1 − µw (m = 0))

µbw (1 + χ)
+ 1 > (1 − ξc )−(1+χ)

that is, as long as the preference shock is sufficiently small, ξc < ξc where ξc is defined in Assumption
1. But this is exactly the content of Assumption 1.

This result establishes that static social welfare is strictly decreasing in mitigation since higher
mitigation reduces the number of tax-paying workers, increases the (optimal) tax rate and thus reduces
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utility of those working, and reduces the optimal per capita-transfer and thus utility of non-workers.
Since utility of all groups falls and the group whose share increases (non-workers) has lower utility than
the group whose share decreases (the `-workers), overall social welfare W (m) monotonically decreases
in m under Assumption 1.

B.2.2 Per Capita Welfare

Denote by W ∗(m) = W (τ∗, m) static social welfare from consumption-labor allocation under the optimal
tax-transfer policy, and define

W ∗(m) = xW̃ ∗(µw (m)) (52)

where W̃ ∗(µw (m)) is per capita welfare, which only depends on mitigation m through the share of
workers in the economy. We now derive the exact form of W̃ ∗(µw (m)) and relate it to per-capital
welfare under a tax-transfer-system with nondistortionary taxes. For this, note that:

W ∗(m) = xwbUb (µw (m)) + xw` (m)U` (µw (m)) + xn (m)Un (µw (m))
= xw (m)Ub (µw (m)) + xw` (m) (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc ) + xn (m)Un (µw (m))
= xw (m)Ub (µw (m)) +

[
xw (m) − xwb] (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc ) + xn (m)Un (µw (m))

= x
[
µw (m)Ub (µw (m)) +

[
µw (m) − µwb] (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc ) + (1 − µw (m))Un (µw (m))

]
= xW̃ ∗(µw (m))

with Un (µw (m)), Ub (µw (m)) given in equations (49) and (50). Exploiting these expressions we can
write

W̃ ∗(µw (m)) =
[
µw (m) − µwb] (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc ) + µw (m)Ub (µw (m)) + (1 − µw (m))Un (µw (m))

=
[
µw (m) − µwb] (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc ) + µw (m)

[
Ub (µw (m)) − Un (µw (m))

]
+ Un (µw (m))

=
[
µw (m) − µwb] (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc )

+µw (m)
[
log

(
χ + µw (m)

1 + χ

)
− log

[(
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

)] ]
−µw (m) (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc )

+χ log (χ + µw (m)) + (1 + χ) log
(
1 − g
1 + χ

)
+ (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc )

+ log
[(
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

)]
= W̃ 1(µw (m)) + W̃ 2(µw (m))

where

W̃ 1(µw (m)) = −µwb (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc ) + χ log (χ + µw (m))

−µw (m) log
(

1 + χ
χ + µw (m)

(
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

))
W̃ 2(µw (m)) = (1 + χ) log

(
1 − g
1 + χ

)
+ (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc )

+ log
[(
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

)]
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This decomposition is useful since we will show next that in the economy with lump-sum transfers and
taxes per capita welfare will satisfy (see equation 55 below)

∂W̃ LS (µw (m))
∂µw (m) =

∂W̃ 2(µw (m))
∂µw (m) =

1

µbw
[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

> 0. (53)

Finally we note that

∂W̃ 1(m)
∂µw (m) =

χ

χ + µw (m) − log
(

1 + χ
χ + µw (m)

(
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

))
−µw (m)

(1+χ) (χ+µw (m))−(1+χ) (µbw [ (1−ξc )−(1+χ )−1]+µ̃w (m))
(χ+µw (m))2

(1+χ) (µbw [ (1−ξc )−(1+χ )−1]+µw (m))
χ+µw (m)

=
χ

χ + µw (m) − log
(

1 + χ
χ + µw (m)

(
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

))
−µw (m)

χ − µbw [
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

](
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

)
(χ + µw (m))

To sign this derivative, we invoke Assumption 1 which guarantees

1 + χ
µw + χ

(
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw

)
< 1

Then

∂W̃ 1(m)
∂µw (m) >

χ

χ + µw (m) + µ
w (m)

µbw [
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
− χ(

µbw
[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

)
(χ + µ̃w (m))

=
χ

χ + µw (m)

(
1 + µw (m)

[
µbw [

(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1
]
− χ

]
χ

(
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

) )
≥ χ

χ + µw (m)

(
1 + µw (m)

[ (
µbw = 0

) [
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
− χ

]
χ

(
µbw = 0)

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

) )
≥ χ

χ + µw (m)

(
1 + µw (m) [0 − χ]

χ (0 + µw (m))

)
=

χ

χ + µw (m)

(
1 − µ

w (m)χ
χµw (m)

)
= 0

This concludes the proof of the second part of proposition stating that

∂W̃ ∗(µw (m))
∂µw (m) =

∂W̃ 1(µw (m))
∂µw (m) + ∂W̃ 2(µw (m))

∂µw (m) >
∂W̃ LS (µw (m))

∂µw (m) > 0. (54)

B.2.3 Economy with Lump-Sum Transfers

Consider the problem of a government that can levy lump-sum taxes to redistribute resources. House-
holds choose labor supply optimally, and given that there are no distortions, hours worked equal to the
efficient level
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hb = 1

h` = (1 − ξc )χ

and from the household budget constraints

cb = 1 + T b

c` = (1 − ξc )1+χ + T `

cn = T n

with associated utilities

Ub = log
(

1

1 + χ + T b
)

U` = log
(
(1 − ξc )1+χ

1 + χ + T `

)
Un = log (T n)

The government objective is

W LS (m) = xbw Ub + x `w (m)U` + xn (m)Un s.t.
0 = xbw T w + x `w (m)T ` + xn (m)Un + gY

with first order conditions

xbw

1
1+χ + T b

= λxbw

x `w (m)
(1−ξc )1+χ

1+χ + T `
= λx `w (m)

xn (m)
T n = λxn (m)

and thus
λ =

1
1

1+χ + T b
=

1
(1−ξc )1+χ

1+χ + T `
=

1

T n

and therefore

T n =
1

1 + χ + T b =
(1 − ξc )1+χ

1 + χ + T `

0 = xbw T w + x `w (m)T ` + xn (m)T n + gY LS (m)
W LS (m) = x log (T n)

where
Y LS (m) = xbw + x `w (m) (1 − ξc )1+χ
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is undistorted real output (simply a function of undistorted labor supply in both sectors), as emerging
in the economy with lump-sum transfers. Now note

T b = T n − 1

1 + χ

T ` = T n − (1 − ξc )1+χ
1 + χ

and the government budget constraint becomes

0 = xbw
(
T n − 1

1 + χ

)
+ x `w (m)

(
T n − (1 − ξc )1+χ

1 + χ

)
+ xn (m)T n + gY LS (m)

= xT n + gxbw + gx `w (m) (1 − ξc )1+χ −
xbw

1 + χ −
x `w (m) (1 − ξc )1+χ

1 + χ

xT n =

(
1

1 + χ − g
) [

xbw + x `w (m) (1 − ξc )1+χ
]

T n =

(
1

1 + χ − g
)

xbw + x `w (m) (1 − ξc )1+χ
x

=

(
1

1 + χ − g
)

Y LS (m)
x

Furthermore, since utility of all households is equalized, static social welfare is given by

W LS (m) = x log (T n) = x log
[

1

1 + χ − g
]
+ x log

(
Y LS (m)

x

)
= xW̃ LS (m)

and equal to a piece that captures the distortions on labor supply 1
1+χ and the loss from government

purchases. The second piece is simply equal to the number of people x time utility from per-capita
income Y LS (m)

x .

Now note that

Y LS (m)
x =

xbw + x `w (m) (1 − ξc )1+χ
x

=
xbw [

1 − (1 − ξc )1+χ
]
+

[
x `w (m) + xbw ]

(1 − ξc )1+χ

x
= (1 − ξc )1+χ

[
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

]
and thus

W̃ LS (m) = log
[

1

1 + χ − g
]
+ (1 + χ) log(1 − ξc )

+ log
(
µbw

[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

)
and thus depends on m only through the share of working individuals µw (m). Furthermore

∂W̃ LS (m)
∂µw (m) =

1

µbw
[
(1 − ξc )−(1+χ) − 1

]
+ µw (m)

> 0 (55)
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C Flow Utilities for Each Household Type

Given the consumption allocations characterized in the main text expected flow utility for each household
type is given by:

W ` (x , m) =
(xy`n + xy`e + xy`r )

x `
[
(1 −m)U` (m) +mUn (m) + u

]
+ (x

y`f + xy`e)
x `

[Un (m) + u − û]

W b (x , m) = (x
ybn + xybe + xybr )

xb
[
Ub (m) + u

]
+ (x

ybf + xybe)
xb [Un (m) + u − û]

W o (x , m) = Un (m) + u − (x
yof + xyoe)

xo û.

D Estimating Elasticity of Utility Weights

In order to estimate the effect of a rise in hospitalizations on the relative weight of luxury goods, we
start by creating price indices for luxury and basic goods in the Consumer Price Index. Our basic goods
comprise food at home, fuel oil, electricity, utilities, used vehicles, shelter, and medical services while
luxury goods comprise food away from home, gasoline, new vehicles, apparel, and all remaining services
and commodities not categorized as basic. We use these price indices to create the relative price of
luxury to basic goods from January through December 2020 and normalize December to one.

We then estimate the following regression implied by the theoretical model:

log
plux

t
pbasic

t
= ηHospitalizedt + εt , (56)

where Hospitalizedt is the average fraction of people hospitalized for COVID-19 in month t.

Our estimated effect of hospitalizations on relative prices, and therefore the relative utility weight
on luxury goods, is η̂ = 156.5 with a Newey-West standard error of 48.9. The predicted time series for
relative prices correlates well with the data, as illustrated in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Relative Price of Luxury Consumption
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Table 8: Millions of People in Each Health State

S A F E R D (1000′s)
03/21/20 326.37 1.99 0.71 0.02 0.91 1.32

04/12/20 320.31 1.35 1.33 0.08 6.91 27.00

06/29/20 303.84 0.91 0.89 0.06 24.17 132.85

09/30/20 289.18 0.93 0.79 0.04 38.86 207.50

12/31/20 243.42 3.81 3.48 0.21 78.72 364.75

12/31/21 191.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 138.00 657.47

E Calibrating Infection-Generating Rate Parameters

The basic reproduction number R0 is the number of people infected by a single asymptomatic person.
For a single young person, assuming everyone else in the economy is susceptible and there is zero
mitigation (m = 0), Ry

0 is given by

Ry
0 =

αwµ
y + αc + βh

σyar + σyaf + σyaf

σyaf + σyar
βh

σyfr + σyfe +
σyaf

σyaf + σyar
σyfe

σyfe + σyfr
βeµ

yµb

σyer + σyed .

The logic is that this individual will spread the virus while asymptomatic, suffering fever, and
hospitalized—the three terms in the expression. They expect to be asymptomatic for (σyar + σyaf )−1
days, feverish (conditional on reaching that state) for (σyfr +σyfe)−1 days, and hospitalized (conditional
on reaching that state) for (σyer + σyed )−1 days. The chance they reach the fever state is σyaf

σyaf +σyar , and
the chance they reach the emergency room is the product σyaf

σyaf +σyar
σyfe

σyfe+σyfr . While asymptomatic, they
spread the virus both at work and at home, and they pass the virus on to αwµ

y + αc + βh susceptible
individuals per day (note that in the workplace, they can pass it only to the young). While feverish,
they stay at home and pass the virus to βh individuals per day. While sick they pass it to βeµ

yµb basic
workers per day in hospital.

The reproduction number expression for an old asymptomatic person, Ro
0 , is similar, except that the

old do not pass the virus on at work, but they are more likely to require hospitalization and transmit
the virus in hospital:

Ro
0 =

αc + βh
σoar + σoaf +

σoaf

σoaf + σoar
βh

σofr + σofe +
σoaf

σoaf + σoar
σofe

σofe + σofr
βeµ

yµb

σoer + σoed .

For the population as a whole, the overall R0 is a weighted average of these two group-specific values:

R0 = µ
y Ry

0 + (1 − µ
y )Ro

0 . (57)

The expected shares of workplace and consumption transmission are given by

workplace transmission
all transmission =

µy
(

αwµy

σyar+σyaf

)
R0

,
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consumption transmission
all transmission =

[
µy

(
αc

σyar+σyaf

)
+ (1 − µy )

(
αc

σoar+σoaf

)]
R0

.

Given these equations, we set the relative values αw/βh, αc/βh to replicate shares of workplace and
consumption transmission equal to 35% and 19%.
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F Additional Results and Figures
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Figure 13: Model-Implied R0
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Figure 15: Key Outcomes, Baseline vs. Elderly Shut In
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